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Remit of the Editorial 
Standards Committee 
The Editorial Standards Committee (ESC) is responsible for assisting the Trust in securing 
editorial standards. It has a number of responsibilities, set out in its Terms of Reference at 
bbc.co.uk/bbctrust/about/meetings_and_minutes/bbc_trust_committees.html. 

The Committee comprises six Trustees: Richard Tait (Chairman), Chitra Bharucha, 
Mehmuda Mian, David Liddiment, Alison Hastings and Anthony Fry. It is advised and 
supported by the Trust Unit. 

In line with the ESC’s responsibility for monitoring the effectiveness of handling editorial 
complaints by BBC management, the Committee considers appeals against the decisions 
and actions of the BBC’s Editorial Complaints Unit (ECU) or of a BBC Director with 
responsibility for the BBC’s output (if the editorial complaint falls outside the remit of the 
ECU). 

The Committee will consider appeals concerning complaints which allege that: 

• the complainant has suffered unfair treatment either in a transmitted programme 
or item, or in the process of making the programme or item 

• the complainant’s privacy has been unjustifiably infringed, either in a transmitted 
programme or item, or in the process of making the programme or item 

• there has otherwise been a failure to observe required editorial standards 

The Committee will aim to reach a final decision on an appeal within 16 weeks of 
accepting the request. 

The findings for all appeals accepted by the Committee are reported in this bulletin, 
Editorial Complaints: Appeals to the Trust. 

As set out in its Terms of Reference, the Committee can decline to consider an appeal 
which in its opinion: 

• is vexatious or trivial; 

• does not raise a matter of substance; 

• relates to the content of a programme or item which has not yet been broadcast; 

• concerns issues of bias by omission in BBC news programmes unless the Chairman 
believes that it is plausible that the omission of an item could have led to a breach 
of the guidelines on impartiality; 

• has not been made within four weeks of the final correspondence with the ECU or 
BBC Director on the original complaint; and  

• relates to matters which are the subject of or likely to be the subject of, or 
relevant to, legal proceedings.  

 

The Committee will not generally reconsider any aspects of complaints that have already 
been adjudicated upon or considered by a Court.  

Any appeals that the Committee has declined to consider under the above criteria are 
reported in the bulletin. 
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In line with its duty to consider topics of editorial concern to the Committee, whether or 
not such concern arises from a formal complaint, and to commission information requests 
from the Trust Unit or Executive to support such consideration, the Committee also from 
time to time requests the Executive to report to the Committee regarding breaches which 
have been accepted by the Executive and are therefore not subject to appeal to the 
Committee. The bulletin also may contain findings relating to such cases. 
 

The bulletin also includes any remedial action/s directed by the Committee. 

It is published at bbc.co.uk/bbctrust or is available from: 

The Secretary, Editorial Standards Committee 
BBC Trust Unit 
180 Great Portland Street 
London W1W 5QZ 
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Summary of findings 
BBC Online: “Why flat owners should extend or buy their 
leases”1  
The complaint relates to an article on the BBC website in the Money Talk series. The 
article was written by, and credited to, an employee of Carter Jonas property consultants. 
It was accompanied by a link to the website of the property consultants. The complainant 
said that the article amounted to an endorsement of, and advert for, Carter Jonas. The 
Committee considered the complaint under the BBC’s Editorial Guidelines on personal 
views, attribution and undue prominence. 

The Committee concluded: 

• that the Money Talk series of articles was part of the BBC’s commitment to 
diversity of opinion and that there were good editorial reasons for an article on 
the subject in question. 

• that all of the articles in the series were written by specific experts, often 
attached to commercial organisations, and that in all cases the relationship of 
the author to the external organisation was clearly signposted to the reader. 

• that the disclaimer at the bottom of the article, common to all BBC articles 
about finance, was further signposting to the reader that the article was the 
authored view of one person. 

• that it was satisfied with BBC Online’s explanation that there were few experts 
on financial matters without some form of professional association. 

• that the article was compliant with the guidelines on personal views and 
attribution. 

• that giving credit to the author which referred to the organisation for which the 
article’s author worked did not amount to an endorsement of the organisation. 

• that the references to Carter Jonas were in line with editorial standards that 
required authored pieces to be signposted to the audience and did not breach 
the guidelines on undue prominence. 

• that there was nothing in the article to directly encourage readers to contact 
the company associated with the author and that in this respect the article 
differed from a case adjudicated by Ofcom to which the complainant had 
referred. 

• that links to a commercial site should normally be explained so that readers 
could understand the editorial justification, and that there was no apparent 
reason why this should not have been done in the case of the Money Talk 
series of articles. 

• that the purpose of linking to the Carter Jonas site was not clearly relevant to 
the content on the BBC page. 

• that, while it was BBC policy to link to the company which an author was 
connected with, that in itself was not editorial justification for a link, and this 
was a breach of the guidelines. 

                                                
1 http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/business/8419337.stm 
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• that, had there been links to several external sites offering clearly relevant 
information, the link to Carter Jonas would not have been so prominent. 

• that, as the link to Carter Jonas was the sole link, and the author’s employer 
had already been credited, this gave the impression that the BBC was unfairly 
endorsing a commercial product and was therefore in breach of the guidelines. 

The complaint was partially upheld. 

For the finding in full see pages 9 to 17. 

 

News at Ten, BBC One, 11 December 2009  
The complainant said that a report on the BBC News at Ten had inaccurately referred to 
“occupied Palestinian territories”. The complainant said that the land in question has 
never been part of an independent entity called Palestine, nor has it ever been individually 
owned by Palestine. The Committee also considered how the complaint had been handled 
by the BBC. 

 

The Committee concluded: 

• that the phrase “occupied Palestinian territories” was not of itself inaccurate, 
and that the accuracy of the phrase would depend on the context in which it is 
used. 

• that the studio introduction to the BBC News report had quoted the phrase 
from a Government press release, and that it was not inaccurate to have done 
this. 

• that the meaning of the phrase “occupied Palestinian territories” in this context 
had been clearly explained in the opening lines of the report. 

• that the phrase had not been used inaccurately and, given the context of the 
piece and the explanation in the report of what the Government’s statement 
covered, the item had not misled the audience. 

• the use of the phrase did not in any way suggest that the BBC had chosen one 
side over the other; the phrase is used by many international bodies and in 
this particular case was wording from a government press release which had 
been explained in context. 

• that, while BBC Information had sent the complainant the wrong response 
when providing him with a second reply at stage 1 of the complaints process, 
appropriate action had been taken and there was no evidence that this kind of 
mistake was commonplace. 

The complaint was not upheld 

For the finding in full see pages 18 to 22. 

 

Newsnight, BBC Two, 2 May 2008  
The complainant said that a Newsnight report on the Southern Indian community of 
Auroville had been unfair, that the reporter had gone to Auroville with a pre-conceived 
idea and that the report had concentrated on people who disliked the community. The 
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complainant also said that if the reporter had been concerned about the safety of children 
then she should have raised this with the local authorities at the time. 

The Committee concluded: 

• that there was no evidence that the contributors’ testimonies had been 
anything other than honestly delivered and that previous complaints or actions 
against the Auroville community did not per se render their contributions 
invalid. 

• that the allegations concerning the activities of visitors to, or members of, the 
Auroville community had not relied on a single source. 

• that the complainant had not provided evidence which contradicted what had 
been said by the contributors regarding the allegation of child abuse and that, 
where possible, first hand sources whose testimonies had been corroborated 
by other witnesses had been used. 

• that the report had met the editorial standards for accuracy. 

• that the report had provided a balanced view of the history of Auroville and its 
purpose. 

• that, while whispering campaigns such as that referred to by the complainant 
could be damaging to an organisation if not properly investigated, the 
Committee was satisfied that on this occasion the allegations had been 
properly investigated. 

• that the community had been provided with a suitable opportunity to respond 
to the allegations and that this had fulfilled the obligation for the programme 
not to misrepresent the community’s views. 

• that the report had met the editorial standards for impartiality. 

• that there was no sign that the reporter had approached the issues raised in 
the film with an agenda of her own. 

• that the protection of children who may have been suffering abuse was a duty 
that nobody should take lightly, however, in this case reporting the incident 
could have resulted in the reporter, who was working alone in unfamiliar 
territory, being put in danger with no guarantee that effective action might be 
taken. 

• that the reporter had not breached any guidelines regarding the protection of 
children, nor had she behaved improperly. 

The complaint was not upheld. 

For the finding in full see pages 23 to 30. 

 

A History of the World in 100 Objects, BBC Radio 4, 25 
January 2010 
The complaint is about a contribution to the programme from the campaigner Bob Geldof, 
in which he stated that “there simply isn’t enough food for the world at the moment”. The 
complainant said that this statement is factually incorrect and including it in the 
programme breached the guidelines on accuracy. 

The Committee concluded: 
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• that the comment made by Bob Geldof, taken at face value, in isolation and 
considered without any of the context which the programme provided, was not 
factually accurate. 

• that describing Bob Geldof as a campaigner was important as it would have 
served to remind listeners that Mr Geldof is a high profile figure known for his 
forthright views on world hunger. 

• That a Radio 4 audience would be likely to be aware of Bob Geldof’s 
background and his strongly held views and opinions on matters on which he 
has campaigned for many years. 

• that Bob Geldof’s role at times was to concentrate attention on specific issues 
such as famine in Africa and his statement was an exaggeration which 
matched the realities of the people Mr Geldof campaigned on behalf of, and 
was a view which the audience was left to interpret. 

• that precision on this point from an interviewee was not essential in the 
context of the piece, which was to explore the importance of food culturally 
and historically. 

• that the audience would not have been misled as to the accuracy of the 
statement, given who had said it and given the context of the programme. 

The complaint was not upheld. 

For the finding in full see pages 32 to 36. 

 

This World – Gypsy Child Thieves, BBC Two, 2 September 
2009 
The complaints were made by a Roma rights organisation and concerned an episode of 
This World which looked at the subject of the exploitation of children by criminal gangs in 
the Roma community. The complainants said that the programme had provided an 
inaccurate, offensive and highly damaging account of the Roma community. In particular, 
the complainants’ criticisms concerned the use of the word “Gypsy” in the title of the 
programme, the use of the term “Gypsy crime”, the undercover filming of children, the 
accuracy of the issues reported and the choice of sources. The Committee also considered 
the complainants’ allegation that the programme was not impartial but represented the 
personal view of its producer. 

The Committee concluded: 

• that, the programme was made for a UK audience and in the UK the word 
“Gypsy” is in use by the relevant community and by the wider community. 

• that the usage of the word “Gypsy” is undergoing a transition in term of 
acceptance and is neither universally in use nor has its use been substantially 
abandoned in the UK. 

• while the programme was not in breach of the guidelines by using the word 
“Gypsy”, the Committee felt the complainants had raised a valid issue and that 
the BBC should be aware that it is a word which does cause offence to some, 
though not to others, and thus content producers must consider carefully the 
most appropriate terminology to use. 
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• that in the context of a UK audience, for whom the phrase “Gypsy crime” is not 
commonly heard, the programme makers had used it as a shorthand for 
specific crime committed by specific groups of people in the specific contexts 
depicted in the film. 

• that the use of the phrase “Gypsy crime” did not suggest that all Roma were 
criminals, nor did it, in the context of the expectations of a UK audience, have 
the Fascist connotations ascribed to it by the complainants and by Amnesty 
International. 

• that the exceptional decision to interview one child without parental consent 
was editorially justified and was in the public interest. 

• that in deciding not to obscure the faces of the children in the film the correct 
BBC procedure had been followed and the potential consequences for the 
children had been given serious consideration; there had been no breach of 
the guidelines in this respect. 

• that the complaint in relation to secret filming came under the guideline on 
Privacy, and that the Privacy guideline is only applicable if the complainant is a 
person or organisation directly affected by the content. 

• that the programme had met all the required editorial standards in relation to 
the use of children in the making of the programme, and there had been no 
breach of the guidelines. 

• that the programme had adequately contextualised the story by documenting 
some of the reasons behind the poverty and the alienation of many Roma. 

• that, taking into account the background research, the range of people 
interviewed in the programme and the prima facie evidence of the commission 
of criminal acts which the programme makers captured on camera, the 
programme was “well-sourced and based on sound evidence” as required by 
the Accuracy guideline. 

• that there was no evidence to support the complainants’ allegation that the 
programme was not impartial but instead reflected the personal opinion of its 
producer. 

• that in respect of broadcasting comments which may cause serious offence, 
the clear public interest test had been met. 

• that the comments which may have caused serious offence were clearly 
contextualised; balancing comments were made both at the time and 
elsewhere in the programme. 

• that it did not accept the complainants’ assertion that the programme 
suggested all Roma were criminals. 

• that the impression left by the film was that all those portrayed were to some 
extent victims. 

• that the programme was a very strong piece of journalism about a very 
difficult subject. 

• that the programme was duly impartial as required by the Impartiality 
guideline. 

The complaint was not upheld. 
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For the finding in full see pages 37 to 55. 
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Findings 
BBC Online: “Why flat owners should extend or buy 
their leases”2  
1. The background 

The article in question was published as part of a regular column called Money Talk 
produced by BBC News website’s Your Money section. It was written by Richard Meeson 
from Carter Jonas property consultants. 

 

2. The complaint 

Stage 1 

The complainant wrote to the BBC News website on 30 December 2009 complaining that 
the article breached the BBC’s Editorial Guidelines on Editorial Integrity and Independence 
and Impartiality. He stated: 

“This page is clearly an advert for Carter Jonas. Please can you explain how this 
advert was allowed to enter production?” 

The BBC Business Editor for News Interactive replied (date unknown). He stated that the 
article on flat leases was part of a regular column called Money Talk which featured 
information and advice from a wide range of experts on personal financial issues. He 
explained the advice as written by: 

“… independent financial advisers to accountants, from charities and lawyers to 
other experts in various sectors related to personal finance issues.” 

He continued: 

“This week’s article is definitely not an advert for the company. It simply informs 
our readers about important issues to consider with regards to owning leasehold 
properties. It does not advertise any specific services provided by Carter Jonas.” 

Stage 2 

The complainant escalated his complaint to the Editorial Complaints Unit (ECU) at the 
second stage of the BBC’s editorial complaints process on 22 January 2010. 

The ECU replied on 19 February 2010 with its decision. Having considered the complaint 
against the BBC’s Editorial Guidelines on Impartiality (personal view and authored 
programmes and websites) and Editorial Integrity and Independence (product 
prominence), the ECU did not uphold the complaint. 

The ECU found that there was in principle no reason why the BBC should not publish the 
personal opinions of an individual, provided they were clearly signposted as such. The 
ECU was satisfied the article had achieved this by including the name of the author’s 
employer immediately under his own name at the top of the article. It also considered 
that this was reinforced with the inclusion of a disclaimer at the end of the piece. 

With regard to the issue of undue prominence i.e. the BBC giving the impression of 
promoting or endorsing an organisation, the ECU noted that references to trade names 
should be editorially justified. In this case the ECU found that: 
                                                
2 http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/business/8419337.stm 
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“… the limited references to Carter Jonas were justifiable to establish [the 
author’s] professional background and knowledge.” 

The ECU also noted there was nothing in the article which referred to the author’s 
company or the services it provides. It therefore concluded that readers would not have 
been given the impression that the BBC was promoting or endorsing the author’s 
company. 

Stage 3 – Appeal to the Editorial Standards Committee (ESC) 

Following further correspondence the ECU advised on 19 and 23 March 2010 that the 
complainant escalate his complaint to the BBC Trust. 

The complainant wrote on 19 March to the ESC forwarding the trail of emails between 
himself and the ECU. He stated: 

“In light of Ofcom's ruling in the GM.TV case, I wish to refer this matter to the BBC 
Trust.” 
 

6.3  Applicable editorial standards 

Section 4 – Impartiality and Diversity of Opinion 

Impartiality lies at the heart of the BBC’s commitment to its audiences. It applies across 
all of our services and output, whatever the format, from radio news bulletins via our web 
sites to our commercial magazines and includes a commitment to reflecting a diversity of 
opinion... 

In practice, our commitment to impartiality means: 

• we exercise our editorial freedom to produce content about any subject, at any 
point on the spectrum of debate as long as there are good editorial reasons for 
doing so.  

• we can explore or report on a specific aspect of an issue or provide an 
opportunity for a single view to be expressed, but in doing so we do not 
misrepresent opposing views. They may also require a right of reply. 

Personal view, authored programmes & websites 

We have a tradition of allowing a wide range of individuals, groups or organisations to 
offer a personal view or opinion, express a belief, or advance a contentious argument in 
our programmes or on our websites. Personal views can range from the outright 
expression of highly partial views by a campaigner, to the authored view of a specialist or 
professional including an academic, scientist, or BBC correspondent, to those expressed 
through contributions from our audiences. Each can add to the public understanding and 
debate, especially when they allow our audience to hear fresh and original perspectives 
on well known issues. 

Content reflecting personal views, or authored by an individual, group or organisation, or 
contributed by our audiences, particularly when dealing with controversial subjects, 
should be clearly signposted to audiences in advance. 

Personal view and authored programmes and websites have a valuable part to play in our 
output. However when covering controversial subjects dealing with matters of public 
policy or political or industrial controversy we should:  

• retain a respect for factual accuracy.  

• fairly represent opposing viewpoints when appropriate…  
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• ensure that a sufficiently broad range of views and perspectives is included in 
output of a similar type and weight and in an appropriate time frame.  

Section 13 – Editorial Integrity and Independence 

Editorial Integrity and Independence Editorial Principles 

We must not endorse or appear to endorse any other organisation, its products, activities 
or services.  

We should not give undue prominence to commercial products or services. 

We should ensure that on air and online credits are clearly editorially justified. 

Product prominence 

We need to be able to reflect the real world and this will involve referring to commercial 
products, organisations and services in our output.  

We must avoid any undue prominence or giving the impression that we are promoting or 
endorsing products, organisations or services. To achieve this we must: 

• ensure that references to trade names, brand names and slogans are clearly 
editorially justified. 

• not linger on brand names or logos and use verbal references sparingly unless 
there are very strong journalistic reasons for repeated references to a brand.  

• not accept free or reduced cost products or services in return for on air or 
online credits, hotlinks or off air marketing. 

Online links to third party websites 

Part of the BBC’s role is to act as a trusted guide on the web. When we create content on 
a BBC site we should consider which external sites it may be editorially justifiable to link 
to. We offer external links from the BBC public service site and from the editorial pages of 
the commercial site, for example, to provide additional information, source material or 
informed comment. We should be seen to be impartial. BBC sites which cover 
controversial subjects or public policy matters should normally offer links to external sites 
which represent a reasonable range of views about the subject. See Section 10 Politics 
and Public Policy. 

We must never include a link on a public service website or within the  
editorial content of a commercial site, in return for cash, services or any other 
consideration in kind. 

We must check the contents of third party websites before installing a link on a BBC page. 
The same check should be repeated regularly after the link is established. We should not 
link to an external site if it is clearly inappropriate for us to recommend a visit. It may be 
appropriate to add a disclaimer, and additional information, if the links are to controversial 
material.  

The links we make must be editorially justified and should lead to sites which are:  

• clearly relevant to the content of the BBC page where the link is placed.  

• suitable for the likely audience which in some cases may be children.  

• regularly updated and refreshed.  

• normally free to access.  

• normally factually accurate. 
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We may link to external sites which give particular views of a person or organisation 
significant to a current news story and in such cases we may not be able to guarantee 
their factual accuracy. But we should not support the message, information or promotions 
on third party sites. 

We must not give the impression that we are unfairly endorsing a commercial product or 
service when linking to a commercial site.  

BBC’s Online Services Guidelines: 

Section 13 – Editorial Integrity and Independence 

Links to external sites 

Part of the BBC's role is to act as a Trusted Guide on the web. When producers are 
creating content on a BBC site, they should consider which external websites it may be 
editorially justifiable to link to. 

Editorial justification for linking to external sites 

Producers may wish to offer links to external sites for a number of reasons, including: 

for further relevant information  

for further background information or other key source material  

for useful practical information  

for further informed comment.  

A link must never be included on the public service site or within the editorial 
content of a commercial site, in return for cash, services or any other 
consideration in kind.  

All links on the BBC public service site or on the editorial pages of a commercial 
site must be editorially justifiable. 

Undue prominence 

The BBC must not unfairly promote any commercial organisations. Therefore great care 
must be taken when linking to any commercial site to ensure that we do not give the 
impression that the BBC is unfairly endorsing any commercial product or service.  

BBC sites with links to commercial sites should normally explain the criteria by which the 
links were assessed in order to avoid the impression that the BBC is unfairly endorsing 
any commercial product or service. 

Producers of BBC pages which maintain a list of non-BBC links should visit them from time 
to time to review and possibly refresh the mix and check that they are still working 
properly. 

These guidelines also apply if the user chooses to open external links in a new browser 
window. 

 

4.  The Committee’s decision 

The Committee considered the complaint against the relevant editorial standards, as set 
out in the BBC’s editorial guidelines. The guidelines are a statement of the BBC’s values 
and standards. 
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In reaching its decision the ESC took full account of all the available evidence including 
(but not limited to) the Editorial Adviser’s report, and the subsequent submissions from 
the complainant. There were no further submissions from the BBC. 

This appeal raised issues requiring consideration of the editorial guidelines relating to 
editorial integrity and independence, and the guidelines relating to impartiality and 
diversity of opinion. 

The Committee understood that the complaint was essentially that this article gave undue 
prominence, verging on advertising, for the company Carter Jonas – a long-established 
estate management and agent firm – in that an article written by Richard Meeson a 
partner of Carter Jonas, appeared on the BBC website. 

The Committee noted that Carter Jonas was referenced three times under the author’s 
name: below a picture of Mr Meeson, in a link to the company website, and in the right-
hand margin of the web page. (These are set out in full below.)  

 The Committee also noted the response of the production team which was that this 
article was one of a long running series called Money Talk which appears on the BBC 
website mostly on a Wednesday. Money Talk as a feature is not shown on the BBC News 
Online site in the navigation bar. 

The series examines, through an article by an external expert, some particular element of 
personal finance. 

The Committee saw a selection of these articles retrieved by a web search, plus ten from 
March to May 2010 provided by the production team. No complete archive or list of 
contributors is maintained by the BBC. 

All the articles adhered largely to the same format: each had a by-line giving the company 
or organisation where the author worked, each had a link in the side-bar to that entity 
and almost all of them had a photograph with a credit. The Committee understood that 
the complained-about item was in no way exceptional. 

The Committee saw that contributors covered a wide range of bodies associated with 
personal finance, of whom the majority were commercial concerns. In the ten articles 
between March and May 2010 the contributors were as follows: 

Fidelity International 

Burrows and Cummins  

CBW accountants  

British Insurance Brokers' Association 

Financial Ombudsman Service 

Defaqto 

Pensions Advisory Service  

Deloitte 

Sutton Griffin Architects 

Defaqto 

The ESC noted the BBC’s response which said that, although there was no formal record 
kept of contributors, the team running the strand would know who they have used and 
have a rough idea of how often.  
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“If we need for any reason to check the number of appearances, it should be 
possible to search for individual contributors on our internal web publishing 
system.” 

The Committee also appreciated that there was no suggestion from the complainant or 
evidence from other web-pages that Richard Meeson or Carter Jonas had been used more 
than once.  

The guidelines say: 

• we exercise our editorial freedom to produce content about any subject, at any 
point on the spectrum of debate as long as there are good editorial reasons for 
doing so.  

• we can explore or report on a specific aspect of an issue or provide an 
opportunity for a single view to be expressed, but in doing so we do not 
misrepresent opposing views. They may also require a right of reply. 

Before turning to the substance of the complaint as to whether there was undue 
prominence of a commercial product, the ESC considered the impartiality guidelines, as 
they deal with diversity of opinion, and how they had been applied here and was satisfied 
that the series of Money Talk articles (including the one in question) was part of the BBC’s 
commitment to diversity of opinion. As such, the Committee agreed that there were good 
editorial reasons for an article on the subject in question given public interest in 
understanding the complexities of flat leases.  

The Committee also agreed that the guidelines on personal views and authored pieces 
applied to the Money Talk series. The guideline says: 

“Content reflecting personal views, or authored by an individual, group or 
organisation, or contributed by our audiences, particularly when dealing with 
controversial subjects, should be clearly signposted to audiences in advance.” 

The Committee noted that each article was commissioned from a specific expert, often 
attached to a commercial organisation, and that these authors were encouraged to share 
their expertise and give their views. In all cases the relationship of the author to an 
external organisation was clearly signposted to the reader of the article.  

The Committee was also satisfied that there was no suggestion that this particular article 
was on a “controversial subject” in the meaning of the guidelines i.e. that the article 
considered matters of public policy or political or industrial controversy.  

The Committee also noted that at the bottom of the article there was a specific disclaimer 
(generic to the Money Talk series): 

“The opinions expressed are those of the author and are not held by the BBC 
unless specifically stated. The material is for general information only and does not 
constitute investment, tax, legal or other form of advice. You should not rely on 
this information to make (or refrain from making) any decisions. Always obtain 
independent, professional advice for your own particular situation.”  

The Committee noted that the disclaimer applied to all articles about finance not only 
Money Talk and was part of the Financial Journalism guidelines. The Committee also 
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understood it to be further signposting to the reader that the article was the authored 
view of one person3.  

The Committee was also satisfied with BBC Online’s explanation that if it wanted to obtain 
contributions on financial matters from non-BBC experts, there were few experts without 
some form of professional association. The Committee noted what BBC Online had said:  

“Most contributors have a role in the industry, whether as a consumer champion 
or as an employee of a financial services company and such like.” 

The Committee concluded that the article was compliant with the guidelines about 
personal views and attribution. 

This element of the complaint was not upheld. 

Turning to undue prominence of a commercial product the Committee noted that the 
guidelines say: 

“we must not endorse or appear to endorse any other organisation, its products, 
activities or services” 

The Committee noted the credits given on the web page. The first credit was given under 
the article title and was as follows: 

Money Talk 
By Richard Meeson  
Carter Jonas property consultants 

The second reference came half way through the article by a picture of the author, it 
stated: 

Richard Meeson of Carter Jonas 

A third reference was a link in the middle of the right-hand margin, it stated:  

RELATED INTERNET LINKS  

Carter Jonas  

The BBC is not responsible for the content of external internet sites  

The Committee noted the BBC response to the use of these credits: 

“As with all broadcast and online interviewees, we clearly denote the 
affiliation of the contributor…” 

The Committee also noted that, concerning the link to the site of the author’s employer, 
the BBC’s Online Services Guidelines say: 

“Producers may wish to offer links to external sites for a number of reasons, 
including: 

• for further relevant information  

• for further background information or other key source material  

• for useful practical information  
                                                

3 It also has the function under the requirements of the Financial Services Act of advising people to 

seek other information. 
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• for further informed comment.” 

The BBC response argued: 

“… as is website policy, we also link to the website of the organisation or company 
that our contributors represent”. 

The Committee understood that there was no suggestion that Carter Jonas was treated 
any differently from others in the Money Talk series. 

The Committee noted that the link is provided with no comment apart from the usual 
disclaimer: 

“The BBC is not responsible for the content of external internet sites”  

The Committee appreciated that the BBC’s Online Services Guidelines state: 

“BBC sites with links to commercial sites should normally explain the criteria by 
which the links were assessed in order to avoid the impression that the BBC is 
unfairly endorsing any commercial product or service.” 

The Committee concluded that giving a credit to the author which referred to the 
organisation for which the article’s author worked, either in the by-line or the photo, did 
not amount to an endorsement of Carter Jonas or breach guidelines relating to undue 
prominence. The Committee considered the references were in line with editorial 
standards that required authored pieces to be signposted to the audience. The Committee 
considered these references to be of assistance to the reader so that they could be fully 
aware of the writer’s affiliation. The Committee was also satisfied that the disclaimer at 
the end of the article made it clear that these were personal views and not those of the 
BBC. The Committee agreed that the articles had not been promoting a call to action – 
there was nothing in the articles to directly encourage readers to contact the company 
associated to the author for further information or advice, or do business with the 
company. And, in this, the articles differed from the case adjudicated on by Ofcom to 
which the complaint had referred. The articles were purely providing information on a 
specific personal financial subject, not suggesting the use of a particular company or 
adviser.  

The Committee then considered whether providing a link to the Carter Jonas site and only 
that site under the heading “Related Internet Links” was in breach of the guidelines on 
undue prominence.  

The Committee noted that the BBC Online Services Guidelines say:  

“BBC sites with links to commercial sites should normally explain the criteria by 
which the links were assessed in order to avoid the impression that the BBC is 
unfairly endorsing any commercial product or service.” 

The Committee considered that, even though all previous Money Talk articles had included 
links to commercial organisations associated with the author and it might have been 
inferred that a link to a commercial organisation was the convention for this series 
requiring no overt explanation, the Committee believed this was not the case. The 
Committee considered that links to a commercial site should normally be explained so 
readers could understand the editorial justification. There was no apparent reason why 
this should not have been done in the case of Money Talk. 

The Editorial Guidelines say that “Part of the BBC's role is to act as a trusted guide on the 
web. When we create content on a BBC site we should consider which external websites it 
may be editorially justifiable to link to. We offer external links from the BBC public service 
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site and from the editorial pages of the commercial site, for example, to provide additional 
information, source material or informed comment.” 

The link must be editorially justified and the external site should be clearly relevant to the 
BBC content from which a link was envisaged.  

The Committee reviewed the Online Services Guidelines that set out in more detail some 
reasons for editorially justifying links to external websites. The guideline states that the 
reasons links could be provided included:  

• for further relevant information  

• for further background information or other key source material  

• for useful practical information  

• for further informed comment.  

The Committee could see little added value created by the link to the Carter Jonas site. 
The Committee noted that while the Carter Jonas site was a conventional corporate site 
which carried information on its various commercial activities, the purpose of linking to 
the site was not clearly relevant to the content of the BBC page i.e. it did not clearly take 
the reader to further appropriate information on the issues addressed in the article or 
provide easily accessible further background information to the topic in question.  

The Committee understood that it was website policy to link to the company which the 
author was connected with but was not satisfied that that in itself was an editorial 
justification for a link. This was a breach of the guidelines. 

Next, the Committee considered the guideline which says:  

“We must not give the impression that we are unfairly endorsing a commercial 
product or service when linking to a commercial site.” 

The Committee noted that the heading of the link was: 

RELATED INTERNET LINKS  

Carter Jonas  

The BBC is not responsible for the content of external internet sites  

The Committee noted there were no other links. The Committee believed that had there 
been links to several external sites which offered clearly relevant information such as to a 
trade association or professional body linked to estate agents or leasehold property such 
as the Council of Mortgage Lenders, the single link to Carter Jonas would not have been 
so prominent. But given this was the sole link and that was to the already-credited 
employer of the author, this amounted to giving the impression that the BBC was unfairly 
endorsing a commercial product and was therefore in breach of the guidelines.  

The Committee would request that BBC management review all Money Talk pages to 
ensure that all links met the requirement of editorial justification in line with the criteria 
set out in both the Editorial Guidelines and Online Services Guidelines.  

Finding: Partially upheld 
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News at Ten, BBC One, 11 December 2009  
1. The background 

This edition of the News at Ten carried a report about British government advice on how 
imported produce from Israel should be labelled in British shops and supermarkets. The 
British government said clarity was required to explain the phrase “Made in Israel” and to 
distinguish goods originating from the “occupied Palestinian territories”. 

 

2. The complaint 

Stage 1 

The complainant wrote to BBC Complaints on 11 December 2009 objecting to the use of 
the phrase “occupied Palestinian territory”: 

“When was the territory in question exclusively ‘Palestinian’? This land has never 
been part of an independent entity called ‘Palestine’ nor has it been individually 
owned by Palestinians. In what sense is it Palestinian? Are the Jewish and 
Armenian quarters of Jerusalem ‘Palestinian’ as well?” 

BBC Information replied on 6 January 2010: 

“The phrase ‘occupied Palestinian territories’ is now in common currency among 
politicians, including the UN, and is widely seen as an acceptable alternative to 
‘occupied territories’.” 

The letter explained also that the DEFRA statement, on which the story was based, used 
the wording. 

The complainant replied on the same day asking for his complaint to be escalated: 

“You seem to be saying that because everyone else does it, it's OK for you to be 
inaccurate as well. The complaint is that the term is inaccurate – are you happy 
using inaccurate terms?” 

He wrote again on 30 January 2010 asking for a reply to his letter and attaching a reply 
he had received to a complaint he had not made about the BBC’s coverage of the Reading 
and Leeds music festivals. 

BBC Information replied on 6 February 2010, apologising for the incorrect response. They 
attached a previous BBC Trust ruling on the use of the term “Palestinian territories”. That 
complaint, which examined the accuracy of the term, was not upheld. 

Stage 2 

The complainant wrote to the Editorial Complaints Unit (ECU) on 9 February 2010 
reiterating the grounds for his complaint. 

The ECU responded on 12 February 2010 explaining that it planned to test the complaint 
against the guideline on Accuracy. The ECU finding was sent to the complainant on 5 
March 2010. The ECU did not uphold the complaint. The ECU found that: 

• the phrase “occupied Palestinian territories” (OPT) had only been used in the 
presenter’s introduction: the report itself made it clear that the phrase was 
“primarily intended to refer to the West Bank”. 

• the BBC’s editorial guidance is that “occupied territories” is the preferred 
phrase. 
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• the phrase “occupied Palestinian territories” is generally understood to refer to 
the areas which fall under the administration of the Palestinian Authority … not 
all areas of the West Bank are controlled by the Palestinian Authority and that 
is why journalists are advised to use “occupied territories” instead when 
referring to the West Bank as a whole. 

• while recognising that the phrase “occupied Palestinian territories” may be 
seen by some as expressing support for one side, the context was important, 
i.e. it identified that the issue concerned produce from the West Bank. 

The ECU concluded: 

“[that] the phrase gave sufficient information to ensure the audience was aware 
which area of the Middle East the report was referring to.” 

Stage 3 – Appeal to the Editorial Standards Committee (ESC) 

The complainant appealed to the BBC Trust on 29 March 2010. He said the response from 
the ECU was contradictory: 

“Whilst he claims that ‘Palestinian land’ only refers to land run by the Palestinian 
Authority, he also conceded that the report encompassed Jewish settlements – 
clearly not land run by the Palestinian Authority. 

 “It has long been BBC practice to refer to the entire ‘West Bank’ as being ‘Arab’ or 
‘Palestinian’ despite the fact that the area has never been part of any independent 
Arab or Palestinian Arab entity. Indeed, most of the land is state land, and has 
never been in private Arab ownership either. Not only is the BBC's use of language 
ahistoric, it takes sides in disputed territory, elevating the claim of one side over 
the other.” 

 

3. Applicable editorial standards 

Section 3 – Accuracy 

Introduction 

The BBC's commitment to accuracy is a core editorial value and fundamental to our 
reputation. Our output must be well sourced, based on sound evidence, thoroughly tested 
and presented in clear, precise language. We should be honest and open about what we 
don't know and avoid unfounded speculation. 

For the BBC accuracy is more important than speed and it is often more than a question 
of getting the facts right. All the relevant facts and information should be weighed to get 
at the truth. If an issue is controversial, relevant opinions as well as facts may need to be 
considered. 

We aim to achieve accuracy by: 

• the accurate gathering of material using first hand sources wherever possible. 

• checking and cross checking the facts. 

• validating the authenticity of documentary evidence and digital material. 

• corroborating claims and allegations made by contributors wherever possible. 

 

4. The Committee’s decision 
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The Committee considered the complaint against the relevant editorial standards, as set 
out in the BBC’s editorial guidelines. The guidelines are a statement of the BBC’s values 
and standards. 

In reaching its decision the Committee took full account of all the available evidence, 
including (but not limited to) the Editorial Adviser’s report and subsequent submissions 
from the complainant.  

This appeal raised issues requiring consideration of the editorial guidelines relating to 
Accuracy. 

The Committee was aware that the guideline on accuracy requires BBC output to be well 
sourced, based on sound evidence and presented in clear, precise language. The guideline 
also requires programme makers to use first hand sources wherever possible and to check 
and cross check the facts. 

The Committee noted that the appellant had questioned the BBC’s use of the phrase 
“occupied Palestinian territories” in a report on the News at Ten on BBC One which 
covered a British government announcement on new labelling requirements for food 
produce from areas in the occupied territories where ownership and statehood is in 
dispute. 

The Committee noted that the appellant had stated that the land in question has never 
been part of an independent entity called Palestine, nor that it has ever been individually 
owned by Palestinians. 

 The Committee noted that it had ruled on this issue – or variations of it – before and that 
the phrase was not of itself inaccurate, but accuracy will depend on the context in which it 
is used. The Committee noted what it had said about the use of the term “Palestinian 
territories” in a previous finding: 

“In coming to its judgment the Committee first considered whether the term was 
inaccurate. It took the view that context was a vital factor in any discussion about 
the use of disputed language.”  

The Committee then considered how the phrase in question was used. The Committee 
noted the phrase was only used in the studio introduction to the filmed report. The 
newsreader, Fiona Bruce, said:  

“There's been an angry reaction in Israel following British government advice that 
shops here should identify any produce made in Jewish settlements. 

Supermarkets are also being told it will be illegal to label produce as from Israel if 
it originated from the occupied Palestinian territories. Here's our Middle East 
Correspondent Paul Wood.” 

The Committee then noted that the phrase “occupied Palestinian territories” had been 
used by the government in its press release announcing the initiative – and that the press 
release had gone on to specifically state which areas were involved in this initiative. This 
press release defined the territories as those: 

“...occupied by Israel in 1967. They include the territories of the West Bank, the 
Gaza Strip, and East Jerusalem. Settlements are Israeli communities established, 
usually by Israeli citizens, in the West Bank and East Jerusalem (there are no 
longer any Israeli settlements in Gaza). Israeli settlements in the OPT [Occupied 
Palestinian Territories] are unlawful under international law. They contravene 
Article 49 (6) of the Fourth Geneva Convention of 1949”  
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The Committee agreed that it was not inaccurate to have taken the phrase from the press 
release, since to understand the story depended on relaying the government’s definition 
to explain its meaning – provided that this did not result in misleading the viewer.  

The Committee believed that it was essential to consider the introduction and the report 
together. The Committee noted how the correspondent Paul Wood had begun his report:  

“The West Bank – Arab land that Israel captured in 1967 and has occupied ever 
since. More and more food is being produced here for export. The British 
government now says shoppers should know exactly what they are buying. 

At the moment, when goods like these are sold abroad, they are often just labelled as 
‘Israeli’ whatever their exact origin. 

“‘Made in Israel’ could mean the produce is from a Palestinian farm or it could be 
from a settlement on occupied Palestinian land. The British government is not 
talking about a boycott, but a lot of Israelis fear that’s where the policy of labelling 
could end up. 

“The Jewish settlers say they’re being unfairly singled out. Why, they ask, doesn’t 
China have to label goods ‘from Tibet’?”  

The Committee concluded that the meaning of the phrase “occupied Palestinian 
territories” had been clearly explained in the opening to the piece. The programme had 
been within the guidelines to have used the phraseology from the press release because it 
had been properly contextualised. The Committee, considered that the phrase had not 
been used inaccurately and, given the context of the piece and the explanation by Paul 
Wood as to what the government’s phrasing covered, the item had not misled the 
audience.  

This element of the complaint was not upheld. 

The Committee also addressed the appellant’s belief that calling the territories 
“Palestinian” was in itself inaccurate and that by so doing the BBC was taking:  

“sides in disputed territory, elevating the claim of one side over the other”.  

The appellant had posed a number of questions about how the BBC could have described 
the lands involved in this story as “Palestinian”, citing historical references and calling the 
BBC language used “ahistoric”.  

The Committee was satisfied that the use of the phrase did not in any way suggest the 
BBC had chosen one side over the other. The phrase was used by many international 
bodies and in this particular case, had no political or strategic connotations. It was 
wording from a government press release which had been explained in context.  

This element of the complaint was not upheld.  

The Committee then considered how the complaint was handled. In doing so the 
Committee noted that the complainant had not raised this issue as part of his appeal. 
However, as there had been problems with the handling of the complaint at stage 1, the 
Committee felt it was appropriate for it to be satisfied that errors such as sending the 
complainant the wrong response had been appropriately handled and responded to by the 
BBC Executive.  

Having reviewed the correspondence, the Committee concluded that whilst BBC 
Information had incorrectly sent the complainant the wrong response when providing him 
with a second reply at stage 1 of the complaints process they had quickly responded with 
an apology for the error once the complainant had brought it to their attention. As such, 
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the Committee was satisfied that the appropriate action had been taken and as there was 
no evidence that this kind of mistake was commonplace the Committee agreed that no 
further action need be taken. 

Finding: Not upheld.  
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Newsnight, BBC Two, 2 May 2008  
1. The background 

The item on the community of Auroville (a town in Southern India devoted to an 
experiment in human unity) was introduced by Jeremy Paxman and followed by a down-
the-line interview with Carel Thieme, a member of the Auroville Working Committee (a 
statutory body set up by the Indian Government). It raised questions about the treatment 
and intimidation of local non-community members – in particular the sexual exploitation 
of children – by tourists and Auroville members. The reporter was Rachel Wright. 

 

2. The complaint 

Stage 1 

The complainant emailed the Newsnight programme on 1 June 2008 having indicated that 
he had seen the item on the BBC News website. 

He said he felt the programme “showered embarrassment upon Auroville and its 
inhabitants without any concrete evidence”; and that the programme makers should have 
consulted the BBC’s former India correspondent Mark Tully, “a present member of the 
(community’s) international advisory council”.  

The Editor of Newsnight replied on 16 June 2008. He said that the programme makers 
were aware the report had proved controversial among members of the Auroville 
community; but that the reporter had approached the subject with proper journalistic 
rigour and that it had complied with the BBC’s editorial guidelines of fairness and balance. 
He said: 

• The report did not rely on a single source, but contained five voices making 
similar serious allegations. 

• The issue of sexual abuse was raised initially by a social worker, and when the 
reporter followed this up many local people – most unwilling to go on camera 
– confirmed it was a “prevalent issue within Auroville”. 

• The reporter herself witnessed what she considered to be inappropriate 
behaviour between European men and young local boys on Auro beach, which 
locals were clearly familiar with and referred to as “boyfriend” relationships. 

• The reporter had put the allegations contained in her report to Auroville 
authorities several weeks before transmission and “worked hard both to check 
the reliability of the claims and to reflect the position of Auroville in a full right 
of reply”. 

• He accepted it was unusual that there were such divergent views in this case, 
but said he was confident the story had been approached in good faith, and 
that the item presented a fair and balanced report about an important issue. 

Stage 2 

The complainant emailed the Editorial Complaints Unit (ECU) on 19 June 2008. He said he 
had filed a complaint and “received the standard cut and paste reply” (a reference to the 
stage 1 reply). The complainant felt the BBC had resorted to dismissing the problems 
people took the time to bring to its attention by simply cutting and pasting such a reply. 
The complainant also said that: 
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• The reporter came to India looking for a story that she subsequently spun 
from accounts from individuals who had been expelled and dismissed from the 
Auroville. 

• She had “listened to those that were parroting what she wanted to hear, 
regardless of whether it was true or not”. 

• The BBC had given a voice to those “who want to see Auroville fail at any 
cost”. 

• The BBC had caused harm to the community because the TV broadcast, 
podcast and web article had caused “a lot of damage to Auroville and those 
that live in Auroville”.  

The complainant suggested that the story had directly or indirectly affected the lives of 
more than 1,800 people and that the damage was enormous. 

The complainant said that instead of “protecting your own” the BBC should look into the 
conduct of journalists and take action “when you can clearly see that short cuts were 
taken to ‘sex up’ the story, so there would be a story to be told”. 

The ECU responded on 14 October 2008 apologising for the delay in replying, which they 
stated was due to the complainant’s email being overlooked when staff were on holiday. 
The reply also summarised the complaint and set out the editorial standard the complaint 
would be considered against. 

On 11 November 2008 the ECU contacted the complainant with its decision. The ECU did 
not uphold the complaint. In coming to its decision the ECU understood the complaint to 
be concerned with the accuracy of comments made by contributors to the programme 
who the complainant believed had a grudge against the Auroville community. The ECU 
believed the complainant was referring to two people in particular, Mr B and Mr N who 
had an alleged history of hostility to Auroville.  

In the case of Mr B (who lived as a guest of the community for two years) the ECU 
considered documents which had claimed to support the view that Mr B had borne a 
grudge against Auroville. The ECU concluded that it could not take a definitive view on 
the allegations that the documents were said to support. The ECU stated: 

“For the record, Mr B denies being the author of one of the documents which it is 
alleged that he wrote. I am also aware of Mr B’s involvement in supporting at least 
one individual who made complaints about her treatment at Auroville, and of steps 
that were taken at a later date to exclude Mr B from Auroville after complaints 
were made about his lifestyle. 

“Having said that, it seems to me that a history of animosity between him and 
Auroville would only undermine the credibility of Mr B as a witness if there were no 
corroboration for the claims he made, so their veracity rested upon his credibility. 
But this was not the case, while Mr B’s testimony was telling, it did not stand 
alone; the programme offered corroboration from a number of other witnesses – 
one with direct experience of abuse at the hands of an adult from Auroville – for 
these allegations.” 

With regard to Mr N (a local politician) the ECU noted that from the Newsnight report, and 
from the details given of his involvement in the Didier Keim case (a teacher at an Auroville 
school referred to in the film), Mr N’s concerns go back over a period of time and that 
there was evidently a history of concern on his part. However, the ECU stated that such a 
history did “not in itself render him unreliable”. The ECU also stated that it had seen 
nothing which provided “any basis for believing that he was not an honest witness”.  
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The complainant responded to the ECU’s findings on the same day (11 November 2008). 
He believed the finding to be “false and misleading”. He believed the people living at 
Auroville had dedicated their lives to making the world a better place, and that the BBC 
report had “made our task more difficult”.  

The ECU replied on 13 November 2008 repeating its view that “because someone has a 
history of opposition to something does not necessarily mean they are not telling the truth 
when they talk about it, the question is whether there is corroboration for what they say”. 

Stage 3 – Appeal to the Editorial Standards Committee (ESC) 

The complainant appealed to the ESC on 21 November 2008. He reiterated the ECU’s 
point about corroboration, suggesting that if the corroboration was “by other sources such 
as the young man filmed with a blurred face”: 

• the reporter did not bother to find out if this young man had any proof of the 
allegations he made 

• and even if what he was saying was proved to be true, a place could not be 
branded by the acts of a few individuals. The complainant wrote “when people 
behave in an unacceptable manner, it is not the entire nation or community 
that is branded as deviant and sick”. 

The complainant also repeated his opinion that the piece had concentrated on people who 
hated Auroville. 

He stated he was “shocked” to hear in Mr B’s interview that “we only care about our own 
children and that when we hear that the children of our neighbours are sexually abused 
we simply state ‘but they are not Auroville children’ and leave it at that”. 

He believed the reporter had gone to Auroville with a pre-conceived idea. He claimed the 
BBC had not come with an open mind.  

“If you could come and see how much work has been done here in 40 years on 
the land and with the surrounding people you would be ashamed of the work 
produced by your … young journalist. 

“We have transformed a desert into a forest, built schools, dispensaries, nurseries, 
created employment, uplifted the standard of living of all those who live close to 
Auroville. We definitely do not deserve the quick summary fly by night treatment 
of the vast subject that a place like Auroville deserves.” 

The BBC Trust acknowledged the letter on 11 December 2008. The ESC agreed on 1 April 
2009 that this appeal would be put on hold until the outcome of a first-party complaint to 
Ofcom regarding the same Newsnight report. (A first party complaint is a complaint made 
by someone directly affected by the programme such as a participant or an organisation 
or person who was the subject of the programme.) Ofcom’s finding was published in May 
2010 and the appeal to the Trust was resumed. 

 

3. Applicable editorial standards  

Section 1 – The BBC’s Editorial Values 

Truth and Accuracy 

We strive to be accurate and establish the truth of what has happened. Accuracy is more 
important than speed and it is often more than a question of getting the facts right. We 
will weigh all relevant facts and information to get at the truth. Our output will be well 
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sourced, based on sound evidence, thoroughly tested and presented in clear, precise 
language. We will be honest and open about what we don't know and avoid unfounded 
speculation. 

Section 3 – Accuracy 

Introduction 

The BBC's commitment to accuracy is a core editorial value and fundamental to our 
reputation. Our output must be well sourced, based on sound evidence, thoroughly tested 
and presented in clear, precise language. We should be honest and open about what we 
don't know and avoid unfounded speculation. 

For the BBC accuracy is more important than speed and it is often more than a question 
of getting the facts right. All the relevant facts and information should be weighed to get 
at the truth. If an issue is controversial, relevant opinions as well as facts may need to be 
considered. 

We aim to achieve accuracy by: 

• the accurate gathering of material using first hand sources wherever possible.  

• checking and cross checking the facts.  

• validating the authenticity of documentary evidence and digital material.  

• corroborating claims and allegations made by contributors wherever possible.  

Section 4 – Impartiality and Diversity of Opinion 

Introduction  

Impartiality lies at the heart of the BBC's commitment to its audiences. It applies across 
all of our services and output, whatever the format, from radio news bulletins via our web 
sites to our commercial magazines and includes a commitment to reflecting a diversity of 
opinion. 

The Agreement accompanying the BBC's Charter requires us to produce comprehensive, 
authoritative and impartial coverage of news and current affairs in the UK and throughout 
the world to support fair and informed debate. It specifies that we should do all we can to 
treat controversial subjects with due accuracy and impartiality in our news services and 
other programmes dealing with matters of public policy or of political or industrial 
controversy. It also states that the BBC is forbidden from expressing an opinion on 
current affairs or matters of public policy other than broadcasting. 

In practice, our commitment to impartiality means: 

• we exercise our editorial freedom to produce content about any subject, at any 
point on the spectrum of debate as long as there are good editorial reasons for 
doing so.  

• we can explore or report on a specific aspect of an issue or provide an 
opportunity for a single view to be expressed, but in doing so we do not 
misrepresent opposing views. They may also require a right of reply.  

• we must ensure we avoid bias or an imbalance of views on controversial 
subjects.  

• the approach to, and tone of, BBC stories must always reflect our editorial 
values. Presenters, reporters and correspondents are the public face and voice 
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of the BBC, they can have a significant impact on the perceptions of our 
impartiality.  

• our journalists and presenters, including those in news and current affairs, may 
provide professional judgments but may not express personal opinions on 
matters of public policy or political or industrial controversy. Our audiences 
should not be able to tell from BBC programmes or other BBC output the 
personal views of our journalists and presenters on such matters.  

Achieving Impartiality 

Impartiality must be adequate and appropriate to our output. Our approach to achieving it 
will therefore vary according to the nature of the subject, the type of output, the likely 
audience expectation and the extent to which the content and approach is signposted to 
our audiences. 

Impartiality is described in the Agreement as ‘due impartiality’. It requires us to be fair 
and open minded when examining the evidence and weighing all the material facts, as 
well as being objective and even handed in our approach to a subject. It does not require 
the representation of every argument or facet of every argument on every occasion or an 
equal division of time for each view. 

News, in whatever form, must be presented with due impartiality. 

Section 9 – Children 

BBC Child Protection Policy 

We should apply the principles of the BBC Child Protection Policy in our dealings with 
children and young people. In this context, children and young people refer to people 
under the age of 18. The welfare of someone under the age of eighteen is our paramount 
consideration. This means their interests and safety must take priority over any editorial 
requirement. All children and young people, regardless of age, disability, gender, racial or 
ethnic origin, religious belief and sexual identity have a right to protection from harm or 
abuse. 

In the course of our work if we suspect a child may be at risk, or we are alerted by a 
young person to a child welfare issue (including allegations against BBC staff) the 
situation must be referred immediately to the divisional manager with responsibility for 
the Child Protection Policy. 

 

4. The Committee’s decision 

The Committee considered the complaint against the relevant editorial standards, as set 
out in the BBC’s editorial guidelines. The guidelines are a statement of the BBC’s values 
and standards. 

In reaching its decision the Committee took full account of all the available evidence, 
including (but not limited to) the Editorial Adviser’s report and subsequent submissions 
from the programme team and complainant. 

This appeal raised issues requiring consideration of the editorial guidelines relating to 
Accuracy, Impartiality and Children. 

The Committee was aware that the guideline on accuracy requires BBC output to be well-
sourced, based on sound evidence and presented in clear, precise language. The guideline 
also requires programme makers to use first hand sources wherever possible and to check 
and cross check the facts. 
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The guideline on impartiality stresses that impartiality lies at the heart of the BBC’s 
commitment to its audiences. The guideline states that in practice this means that the 
BBC must exercise its editorial freedom to produce content about any subject, at any 
point on the spectrum of debate as long as there are good editorial reasons for doing so. 
Programme makers can explore a specific aspect of an issue or provide an opportunity for 
a single view to be expressed, but in doing so must not misrepresent opposing views. 
They may have a right of reply. The approach and tone of BBC stories must reflect BBC 
editorial values. 

With regard to the protection of children the Committee noted that all children and young 
people had a right to protection from harm and abuse and that if someone suspected a 
child may be at risk the situation must be referred to an appropriate manager with 
responsibility for the BBC’s Child Protection Policy.  

The appellant believed that a Newsnight report on the Indian community of Auroville 
which dealt with allegations of child abuse involving some members of the community, 
was inaccurate, had damaged the community’s reputation and had been made as a result 
of a personal agenda by the reporter. 

The Committee noted that the appellant had produced no new evidence that might have 
contradicted the report, but had cast doubt on the reliability of the witnesses used. 

In the case of the contributors the complainant had claimed that they held a grudge 
against the community and had a track record of complaining about it.  

While the Committee noted these points it also looked at the responses the complainant 
had received at the first and second stage of the BBC’s complaints process. The 
Committee noted that at stage 1 in a reply from the editor of Newsnight, the editor had 
stated: 

“The report did not rely on a single source, but contained five voices making 
similar serious allegations.” 

The Committee also noted what the Editorial Complaints Unit (ECU) said in its response to 
the complainant about two specific contributors to the programme, Mr B and Mr N, who 
have an alleged history of hostility to Auroville. In the case of Mr B the Committee noted 
that given the dispute between Mr B and the Auroville community any credibility for his 
claims of abuse would have to be corroborated. The Committee noted what the ECU said 
on this point: 

“… while Mr B’s testimony was telling, it did not stand alone; the programme 
offered corroboration from a number of other witnesses – one with direct 
experience of abuse at the hands of an adult from Auroville – for these 
allegations.” 

With regard to Mr N the ECU noted that he had been in dispute with the community for 
some time following his involvement in the case of an Auroville resident who was removed 
from the community because of his involvement in child abuse. However, the ECU did not 
believe that such a history rendered his views as unreliable. The ECU stated: 

“[the ECU] have seen nothing which provides any basis for believing that he [Mr 
N] is not an honest witness”. 

The Committee concluded, having considered the concerns raised by the complainant as 
to the reliability of the contributions, that, given the replies of the editor of Newsnight and 
the ECU, there was no evidence that the contributors’ testimonies had been anything 
other than honestly delivered and that previous complaints or actions against the Auroville 
community did not per se render their contributions invalid.  
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The Committee was also satisfied that given that the main focus of the piece had been on 
the allegations of child abuse, the programme had ensured that any views expressed by a 
contributor had subsequently been corroborated by a range of other supporting accounts. 
The allegations concerning the activities of visitors to, or members of, the Auroville 
community had not relied on a single source.  

The Committee therefore concluded that, given the complainant had not provided 
evidence which contradicted what had been said by the contributors regarding the 
allegation of child abuse and that the reporter had, where possible, used first hand 
sources whose testimonies had been corroborated by other witnesses, the report had met 
the editorial standard of accuracy. As such, the Committee did not uphold this element of 
the complaint. 

With regard to the complaint of bias the Committee noted that the complainant had 

claimed that the report had been unfair to the community and that it had done serious 
damage to its reputation. The complainant did not represent the community and therefore 
was not entitled to make a fairness complaint. The Committee considered this under 
impartiality. The Committee, when coming to a view on this, took into account the 
sections of the programme that made reference to the community. 

The Committee noted that the report had begun with a background on the origins of the 
community and that it had been “endorsed by UNESCO and partly financed by the Indian 
government”. The Committee noted how the report introduced the issue of tensions 
between the Auroville community and the local Tamil population who live within, but who 
are not part of, the Auroville community. The programme stated:  

“That material difference has caused ongoing tension between Aurovillians and the 
local Tamil villagers. Aurovillians say it leads to resentment and unfounded 
accusations. The local Tamils say it makes them vulnerable – especially their 
children who attend schools run by Auroville.” 

At the end of the filmed report the reporter stated: 

“It’s clear that there are tensions between Aurovillians and villagers. But it’s also 
clear that Auroville has a good record in helping the local community. They run 
schools, employ villagers, and when the Tsunami struck southern India, they 
played a large part in the relief effort. But allegations of child abuse threaten to 
ruin that carefully crafted relationship.”  

The Committee was satisfied that this reference alongside the opening comments about 
the community in the film had provided a balanced view of its history and purpose. The 
Committee acknowledged that in such unusual and unique cases, a whispering campaign 
such as that referred to by the complainant could be damaging to an institution, but only 
if not properly investigated. On this occasion the Committee was satisfied that this had 
been properly investigated.  

The Committee also noted that the filmed item had been followed by a studio interview – 
over the telephone – in which the accusations had been put to a senior member of the 
Auroville community. The Committee noted that the programme had wished to have this 
on film but difficulties in securing a timely agreement to participate from the Auroville 
authorities, and the late decision of their representative to appear meant this had to be 
done by telephone. The Committee believed that this had nonetheless provided the 
community with a suitable opportunity to respond to the allegations and that this had 
fulfilled the obligations of ensuring that the programme had not misrepresented their 
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views. Accordingly, the Committee was satisfied that the report had met the editorial 
standards for impartiality. As such, this element of the complaint was not upheld. 

With regard to the complainant’s allegation that the reporter had come to the story with 
an agenda of her own, the Committee noted that the complainant had provided no 
evidence to support this view. Nevertheless, the Committee reviewed the timeline to the 
preparation of the story, the structure of the film in which the allegations had been laid 
out through the five witnesses and the context in which the community was portrayed. 
The Committee concluded that it could find no signs that there was any such agenda in 
the reporter’s approach to issues raised in the film.  

The Committee also considered an issue the complainant had raised regarding a line from 
the film where the reporter – on a research trip to the local beach where incidences of 
abuse had been alleged – had witnessed men walking into a hut on separate occasions 
with a boy. The Committee noted what the reporter said in the film: 

“This is the beach where Aurovillians hang out with family and friends. It’s also the 
beach where westerners come to pick up young Indian children. The other day in 
the space of 2 hours I saw 2 separate men with 2 young Indian boys one of whom 
was taken to a beach hut right over there.” 

The Committee noted the complainant’s belief that it was the reporter’s duty to have 
intervened and alerted the authorities.  

The Committee then considered the relevant BBC Editorial Guideline set out above (3. 
Applicable editorial standards – Section 9: Children).  

The Committee noted that the Guideline was framed in such a way that it was apparent 
that it was referring to children with whom the BBC was specifically working with, for 
example filming on location. However, the Committee acknowledged it did not explicitly 
exclude children who had been observed on a research trip who may be in need of 
protection.  

The Committee noted the dilemma in which the reporter was placed when observing such 
an incident. It noted that the reporter was on her own and feared for her safety if the 
subject of her film became apparent whilst she was in the country. The Committee 
acknowledged that this was a difficult area. It recognised that the protection of children 
who may have been suffering abuse was a duty that no-one should ever take lightly. 
However, the Committee agreed there could be no firm rules as to what should happen in 
every circumstance. In this case reporting the incident could have resulted in the reporter, 
who was working alone in unfamiliar territory, being put in danger with no guarantee that 
effective action might have been taken at that time.  

The Committee agreed that in such cases there was a balance to be struck – but agreed 
that in this case the reporter had breached no guideline nor had behaved improperly. 
Accordingly this element of the complaint was not upheld. 

Finding: Not upheld  
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BBC World; BBC Online; Outlook, World Service 
The Editorial Standards Committee did not uphold a first-party complaint on appeal that 
concerned issues relating to privacy, accuracy and the law.  

In order to protect the privacy of all parties involved in the complaint the Committee took 
the exceptional decision that it would be inappropriate for the finding to be published. 
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A History of the World in 100 Objects, BBC Radio 4, 25 
January 2010 
1. The programme 

This was a series which focused on individual objects in the British Museum and used 
them to tell a story about the relevant period. The series was narrated by the Director of 
the British Museum, Neil MacGregor. The episode which is the subject of the complaint 
was about early cookery and featured a pestle from the end of the Ice Age. Bob Geldof 
was one of the voices heard in the programme. 

 

2. The complaint 

Stage 1 

The complainant wrote to the programme producers on 30 January 2010 saying that Bob 
Geldof’s comment: 

“there simply isn’t enough food for the world at the moment” 

was inaccurate. The complainant said that the reason so many are under-nourished is 
that they don’t have the money to buy food. He described Mr Geldof’s contribution as “ill-
informed propaganda” which should have been challenged or rebutted. 

The producer replied on 10 February 2010: 

“The point that Bob Geldof was underlining is that food, its centrality and 
acquisition, is one of the most basic facts of being human. The point he was 
making for this programme is that nothing really has changed in that regard – we 
remain totally dependent on finding a sufficient food source each day. And the fact 
he underlined – that many millions of people are denied that basic need in today's 
world – seems well worth making. To say that there is ‘simply not enough food in 
the world’ at present is, unfortunately, true if you are living in a country where 
starvation is rampant. I totally take your point that this sorry situation is avoidable, 
this programme though was not able to discuss this issue fully.” 

The complainant responded on 13 February 2010. He said most of the reply he had 
received was irrelevant to the straightforward point: 

“Geldof was wrong when he said the total quantity of food which the world 
produces is not enough to feed everyone. Distribution is an entirely different 
matter, and one which he didn’t discuss.” 

The producer replied on 18 February 2010 saying he understood the point but felt 

“most listeners would take Sir Bob Geldof's comment to be referring to the 
undoubted problem of food shortages and starvation in some parts of the world. It 
was a personal view and there wasn't space in the programme to explore this topic 
in greater detail.” 

He invited the complainant to contact the Editorial Complaints Unit if he wished to take 
the matter further. 

The complainant wrote back to the producer on 20 February 2010 objecting to the reply.  

The producer responded on 22 February 2010 reiterating that he had nothing further to 
add. 

Stage 2 
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The complainant wrote to the Editorial Complaints unit on 28 February 2010 enclosing the 
correspondence to date, adding: 

“[the producer’s] defence is that Geldof didn’t mean what he said, implying that he 
accepts that what he said was indeed wrong. This is an absurd and unacceptable 
position.” 

The ECU Complaints Director replied to the complainant on 12 March 2010 summarising 
his understanding of the complaint and advising it would be tested against the guideline 
on Accuracy. 

The complainant responded on 14 March 2010 accepting the summary and adding he was 
also concerned that the producer had not disputed that Geldof was wrong, but was in 
effect saying it did not matter and “that your listeners don’t care”. 

The ECU reached its finding on 1 April 2010. The ECU agreed with the complainant that 
the audience may have taken the meaning from the sentence that there was a world food 
shortage and that it was therefore inaccurate. They concluded, however, that in the 
context it did not constitute a serious inaccuracy and therefore there had not been a 
breach of the guidelines. The ECU gave the following reasons for its decision: 

• Bob Geldof was introduced as a campaigner and listeners would have been 
“somewhat forewarned” that the views he would be expressing would be his 
own and that he was likely to be expressing opinions rather than facts. 

• As a campaigner (as opposed to an academic) his contribution did not demand 
the level of knowledge or insight that might be expected of a scientist or 
academic. 

• Although he referred inaccurately to the true picture of food shortages, 
because the programme was not principally concerned with these issues, the 
comment would not have been given much weight by listeners: 

“I would question the degree to which listeners would be likely to form an 
impression of the true state of global food supplies from a single line in a 
programme which was not an exploration of those complex questions.” 

The complainant wrote to the ECU on 3 April 2010 asking it to reconsider its response: 

“You agree with me that ‘the statement is indeed inaccurate’, yet you reject my 
complaint. I am left baffled. You quote the BBC’s guidelines, which state clearly 
that ‘we should not distort known facts… or knowingly do anything to mislead our 
audience.’ What Geldof said was a distortion of known facts.” 

The complainant argued that there is nothing in the guidelines that supports the “curious 
interpretation” that it did not matter that Geldof was wrong on the question of the volume 
of food in the world, because the programme was about something else.  

He questioned the assertion in the ECU finding that there are food shortages in many 
parts of the world, asking the ECU to name those parts. 

He described as “bizarre” the interpretation of the guidelines which implied that because 
Bob Geldof is a campaigner “listeners should expect him to make things up”. 

“This has been and continues to be frustrating. Geldof was wrong. I pointed that 
out. That should have been enough, leading to a simple acknowledgement and 
correction on air… the BBC has spent a lot of time trying to pretend that black is 
white.” 
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The ECU responded on 13 April 2010. It acknowledged the complainant’s disappointment, 
responded to the points he raised by expanding on the reasoning outlined in the initial 
finding, but said it did not plan to revise that finding.  

The response addressed the complainant’s question of where in the world the ECU 
thought there were food shortages. The “many parts” of the world referred to were 

“all those places – communities and households, for instance – where people were 
hungry, and did not have enough food”. 

Stage 3 – Appeal to the Editorial Standards Committee (ESC) 

The complainant appealed to the BBC Trust on 17 April 2010. He forwarded the final 
correspondence and asked that particular attention be paid to the lack of any qualification 
in the relevant section of the guidelines on Accuracy. 

 

3. Applicable editorial standards 

Section 3 – Accuracy  

Introduction  

The BBC's commitment to accuracy is a core editorial value and fundamental to our 
reputation. Our output must be well sourced, based on sound evidence, thoroughly tested 
and presented in clear, precise language. We should be honest and open about what we 
don't know and avoid unfounded speculation.  

For the BBC accuracy is more important than speed and it is often more than a question 
of getting the facts right. All the relevant facts and information should be weighed to get 
at the truth. If an issue is controversial, relevant opinions as well as facts may need to be 
considered.  

We aim to achieve accuracy by: 

• the accurate gathering of material using first hand sources wherever possible.  

• checking and cross checking the facts.  

• validating the authenticity of documentary evidence and digital material.  

• corroborating claims and allegations made by contributors wherever possible.  

Misleading audiences 

We should not distort known facts, present invented material as fact, or knowingly do 
anything to mislead our audiences. We may need to label material to avoid doing so. 

 

4. The Committee’s decision 

The Committee considered the complaint against the relevant editorial standards, as set 
out in the BBC’s editorial guidelines. The guidelines are a statement of the BBC’s values 
and standards. In reaching its decision the Committee took full account of all the available 
evidence, including (but not limited to) the Editorial Adviser’s report and subsequent 
submissions from the complainant and the ECU. 

The relevant guidelines in this case are those relating to accuracy.  

The Committee considered the complaint under two headings: 

• The factual accuracy of the comment  
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• The context of the comment 

1. Factual accuracy of the comment 

The Committee noted the transcript of the relevant section of the programme: 

Neil MacGregor:  

Looking at the food in the British Museum canteen, so much of it flown across the 
world, I'm struck by the fact that while we all travel more and more freely, we 
depend on food grown by people who cannot move, who must stay on the same 
piece of land. We're all increasingly aware of how vulnerable this makes farmers 
across the world to any change in climate, and this dependence on regular 
predictable weather led the farmers of ten thousand years ago to identify gods of 
food and climate, who needed constant placation and prayer in order to ensure 
the cycle of nature and safe, good harvests. Nowadays, most people look to 
governments, and to campaigners like Sir Bob Geldof. 

Bob Geldof:  

The whole psychology of food, where it places us, is I think more important than 
almost any other aspect of our lives. Essentially, the necessity to work comes out 
of the necessity to eat. So, this central idea of food is the fundamental in all 
human existence. It's clear that no animal can exist without being able to eat, but 
right now, at the beginning of the 21st century, it is clearly in the top three of 
priorities for the global powers to address. Upon their success or not will depend 
the future of huge sections of the world population. There simply isn't enough 
food for the world at the moment. There are several factors, but the predominant 
one is climate change. 

Neil MacGregor:  

So a change in climate, like the one that brought us agriculture in the first place, 
is now threatening our global survival. Just after the Ice Age, the growing 
population that the new foods allowed was of course not a problem but a positive 
advantage. The first settled societies increased quickly in numbers and, as long as 
the weather allowed, they developed new, stable communities. 

The Committee then noted information published by the World Food Programme and the 
Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations about the causes of hunger in 
the world today.  

In “frequently asked questions” about hunger on its website, The World Food Programme 
states: 

“Is there a food shortage in the world? 

There is enough food in the world today for everyone to have the  nourishment 
necessary for a healthy and productive life.” 

Under “causes of hunger” it says: 

“Food has never before existed in such abundance, so why are 1.02 billion people 
in the world going hungry? 

In purely quantitative terms, there is enough food available to feed the entire 
global population of 6.7 billion people. And yet, one in nearly seven people is 
going hungry. One in three children is underweight. Why does hunger exist?” 
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The Food and Agriculture Organisation says under the heading “How can hunger be 
reduced?”: 

“The world currently produces enough food for everybody, but many people do not 
have access to it.” 

The Committee concluded from this information, which it noted was published by reliable 
sources, that the comment made by Bob Geldof that “There simply isn't enough food for 
the world at the moment” when taken at face value, in isolation, and considered without 
any context which the programme provided was not factually accurate. 

2.  Context of the comment 

The Committee then considered whether Bob Geldof’s comment was open to 
interpretation as claimed by the producer in his response to the complaint. The producer 
wrote: 

“To say that there is ‘simply not enough food in the world’ at present is, 
unfortunately, true if you are living in a country where starvation is rampant.”  

The Committee also noted the complainant’s opinion that the meaning of Bob Geldof’s 
comment was unambiguous; that “the total quantity of food which the world produces is 
not enough to feed everyone”. 

The Committee when coming to a view on context noted that Bob Geldof was introduced 
in the programme as a “campaigner”. The Committee felt this wording was important as it 
would have served to remind listeners that Mr Geldof is a high profile public figure known 
for his forthright views on world hunger. The Committee went on to note that it would be 
reasonable to believe the Radio 4 audience would be likely to be aware of Bob Geldof’s 
background and his strongly held views and opinions on matters on which he has 
campaigned for many years. The Committee recognised therefore that as a campaigner 
Mr Geldof’s role was at times to concentrate attention on specific issues such as famine in 
Africa. His statement in the programme “there simply isn’t enough food for the world at 
the moment” was an exaggeration which matched the realities of the people Mr Geldof 
campaigned on behalf of, and was a view which the audience was left to interpret.  

The Committee also considered that precision on this point from an interviewee was not 
essential in the context of the piece which was to explore the importance of food 
culturally and historically. The Committee noted how the programme was billed: 

“Neil MacGregor investigates early attempts at cookery.” 

“Taking a pestle from Papua New Guinea as an example, Neil asks why our 
ancestors decided to cook foods, rather than just eat them.” 

The Committee agreed that the programme had not set out to tackle the reasons for 
hunger in the world today. Instead it was concerned predominantly with cookery and food 
production.  

The Committee recognised that had the context of the programme been different such as 
an investigation into world food shortages the statement by Bob Geldof would have 
required clarification, but this was not the case for this programme.  

The Committee was therefore satisfied that the audience would not have been misled as 
to the accuracy of the statement given who said it and given the context of the 
programme.  

Finding: not upheld  
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This World – Gypsy Child Thieves, BBC Two, 2 
September 2009 
1. The programme 

Gypsy Child Thieves was a programme in the This World documentary series. The episode 
investigated the exploitation of children by criminal gangs within the Roma community. 
The complainants represent Chachipe, a Roma human rights organisation based in 
Luxembourg. 

 

2. The complaint 

Stage 1 

The complainants wrote to the BBC on 9 September 2009. They said the programme:  

“provided a very inaccurate, offensive and highly damaging account of the Roma 
community”. 

The complainants claim that the film  

“sheds a bad light on the entire Roma community in Europe, claiming that begging 
and stealing as well as the exploitation of children (and old people) for these 
purposes are deeply rooted within the Romany culture”. 

The main criticisms summarised are: 

• it was inappropriate in this context to use undercover filming techniques. 

• it was inappropriate and unfair to describe child marriage as a key element of 
Romany culture. 

• the programme makers relied too heavily on police sources and should have 
contrasted their views with those of more “neutral” sources, such as human 
rights activists or Roma representatives. 

• the reference to “Gypsy crime” in the film lacks a scientific definition and is 
rooted in popular belief and misconception about Roma. 

• there is a lack of scientific evidence that begging and stealing activities 
portrayed in the film are orchestrated by criminal networks; the examples 
shown are not necessarily representative. 

• the film gives credence to “anti-Gypsyism” by giving space to views of the far 
right and suggesting crime in the Roma community has strengthened neo-
Fascist parties in Europe. 

The production team replied on 25 September 2009. They said: 

“We understand that the issues dealt with in the film are very sensitive and 
throughout the making of the programme great care was taken deciding how to 
present the material. We believe that we achieved the right balance and the film 
was widely praised for its balance and sensitivity after it was broadcast.” 

The programme makers disputed that the film was based entirely on information from 
police sources. They said the context of poverty and racism faced by the Roma 
community was clearly set out and that the evidence supported the film’s contention that 
exploitation of children for crime is widespread: 
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“The film makers spent many weeks in Gypsy communities talking to Romani 
people and many of the issues illustrated in this film have been brought to the 
producer’s attention by his Romani contacts.” 

“…the great majority of our views did not perceive the film to be racist. Indeed the 
programme highlighted the racism to which the Roma Community is often 
subjected.” 

The complainants wrote to BBC Complaints on 13 October 2009 requesting a transcript of 
the programme and for their complaint to be assessed by an independent body. They 
reiterated the points made in their original emailed complaint and said that none of them 
had been addressed in the response they had received. Their major concern was what 
they alleged to be a lack of evidence for the extent of the criminal activity portrayed: 

“We do not deny that there are cases like those presented in the film, but we 
disagree if this is presented as characteristic for the entire community.” 

The complainants were sent a holding letter on 16 October 2009 and on 27 October 2009 
BBC Complaints advised that the programme makers had nothing further to add to their 
earlier response. The complainants were advised of the option to pursue the matter with 
the Editorial Complaints Unit. 

Stage 2 

The complainants wrote to the Editorial Complaints Unit (ECU) on 29 December 2009. 
They argued that the programme had contributed to perpetuating negative stereotypes of 
Roma. By claiming that begging, stealing and the exploitation of children were part of 
Romany culture, the programme questioned the ability of Roma to integrate into society: 

“We believe that this negative portrayal of Roma and their culture constitutes an 
infringement of the BBC editorial principles according to which the BBC should 
‘avoid offensive or stereotypical assumptions and people should only be described 
in terms of their disability, age, sexual orientation and so on when clearly 
editorially justified.’” 

The ECU replied on 7 January 2010 outlining the applicable editorial guidelines against 
which it intended to test the complaint. 

The complainants responded on 12 January 2010. They accepted the ECU’s summary of 
their complaint and said they had now had the opportunity to view the documentary for a 
second time. They reinforced the earlier points they had made and asked for some 
additional points to be considered: 

“…we find it particularly unfortunate that children are made to speak out, in front 
of the camera on issues, which might be detrimental to their families… We feel 
that the personality rights of these children and of adults who are made to 
interview in this film might have been violated.” 

“The word ‘Gypsy’ which is used throughout in this film as well as its Romanian 
correspondent ‘Tigan’ is a misnomer and considered as offensive by many Roma, 
in particular, in Eastern Europe and we suggest that the BBC adapts its language.” 

The complainants repeated their request for a transcript of the programme to be made 
available to them. 

On 12 January 2010 the ECU sent the complainants a transcript of the programme. 

On 17 January 2010, having had the benefit of the transcript, the complainants wrote to 
the ECU with further comments reinforcing their earlier points. 
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In particular, the complainants expanded on their argument relating to the use of the term 
“Gypsy crime” and “culture of crime”, arguing that the language in the documentary was 
“rather vague, allusive and stigmatising”: frequent use of the word “many” suggested a 
lack of precision in what was being described; the programme had confused begging and 
theft. 

The complainants clarified their early argument against the filming techniques used: 

“While we agree that some issues including the alleged topic of the programme 
might justify some secret recording, we object that it is used as a technique to 
make the issue appear more sensational instead of providing clear and irrefutable 
texts (sic) and violates the privacy rights of children.” 

The complainants argued that the presenter’s personal views “permeate the entire report 
and are not substantiated by clear evidence”. 

The complainants attached an annotated transcript, outlining their detailed objections 
section by section, and supporting the specific points that they had already made. They 
also appended commentary and references to reports by a Roma rights organisation and 
by the OSCE on the stigmatising of Roma in Italy. The report from the OSCE High 
Commissioner on National Minorities noted concern that: 

“…the measures taken (by the Italian government), by in effect targeting one 
particular community, namely the Roma or Sinti (‘nomads’) along with often 
alarmist and inflammatory reporting in the media and statements by well-known 
and influential political figures, fuelled anti-Roma bias in society at large and 
contributed to the stigmatisation of the Roma and Sinti community in Italy.” 

The complainants argued that this perspective should have been reflected more fully in 
the programme. 

The ECU issued its finding on 29 January 2010. The finding noted that the ECU’s 
summary of the complaint had been amended to reflect the complainants’ most recent 
email submission.  

Harm and Offence 

The ECU said it recognised the complainants’ concerns that a programme of this kind 
could reinforce a negative image of a section of the population. However, it did not 
believe that looking at a specific criminal problem within a specific group could be 
regarded as perpetuating a negative stereotype per se. There was a clear difference 
between investigating a criminal problem within an ethnic group and suggesting that the 
group was inherently prone to committing crime. 

The investigation by This World was based on lengthy research and compelling evidence. 
Sources included police forces, social workers and NGOs in various countries. The 
programme makers had also conducted extensive interviews with the Romanian Roma 
community and had examined many court cases and prosecutions across Europe. The 
evidence uncovered provided a clear editorial purpose for reporting the issue.  

Turning to the question of how the issue was presented, the Complaints Director felt it 
was not as negative as the complainants had suggested. The programme went to 
considerable lengths to put the issue in context and to offer an explanation which went 
beyond a simple cultural stereotype. For example, it highlighted the poverty, social 
exclusion and racism faced by the Roma community.  

One of the supporting quotes was from the first line of the programme: 
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“Across Europe thousands of children are being forced onto the streets to beg and 
steal. They come from the poorest community in Europe – the Romanian Gypsies. 
For centuries they’ve lived on the margins of society and faced brutal 
discrimination. Many have resorted to begging and stealing to survive. But in the 
last 20 years, organised crime has taken over. And since 2007, when Romania 
joined the EU, Gypsy children have been trafficked and exploited on a massive 
scale.” 

On the issue of the comments from the right wing Italian politician (that “Gypsies” should 
be killed): this was a reflection of an existing prejudice rather than perpetuating a 
negative stereotype, and therefore permissible within the Guidelines. 

The ECU also believed it was reasonable for the programme to use the terms “Gypsy” and 
“Gypsy crime”. “Gypsy” was used by many international bodies: 

“It may be that some Roma find the use of Gypsy to be offensive. However, my 
research suggests that Gypsy is a term which is used by many international bodies 
such as the Council of Europe, as well as human rights organisations such as 
Amnesty International. It appears to be frequently regarded as interchangeable 
with Roma.”  

The ECU’s Complaints Director referenced website pages from each organisation in 
support of this aspect of his finding, and said “Gypsy” appeared to be frequently regarded 
as interchangeable with Roma. 

In the context of the programme he said most viewers would have understood that 
“Gypsy crime” referred to crime attributed to Gypsies rather than carrying any particular 
negative connotation allied to the views of neo-fascists, as the complainants had alleged. 

As to the undercover reporting, the ECU said it was editorially justified: the programme 
makers would have been unable to obtain evidence of children stealing without secret 
filming. It was only through this technique they were able to show how children picked up 
by the Police in Milan were returned to the streets by the authorities. 

On the wider allegation that the programme gave a negative impression of the entire 
community based on only a few examples, the ECU agreed with the programme makers 
that the evidence gathered justified the general conclusion about the extent of begging 
and stealing in the Roma community. Clear editorial purpose was demonstrated in 
broadcasting the material which served  

“…to highlight the extent of a deep and growing problem which is recognised by 
both the authorities and many within the Roma community”. 

“…viewers understand that examples included in documentaries such as this one 
are intended to illustrate wider issues and themes … it is reasonable to include 
individual examples and use them to illustrate more generalised points”. 

Accuracy 

The ECU said it was reasonable for the programme to concentrate on Madrid and Milan to 
illustrate the wider problem. The examples were well illustrated. 

The programme made clear that both organised crime and poverty were factors and was 
not misleading on this point. It did not say that all trafficking was carried out by Roma, 
but that the community was involved in some cases.  

There was no mention of neo-Fascist groups in the film. When it reflected the views of a 
right wing political party in Italy they were balanced with a contribution from an Italian 
NGO: 
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“The right wing says that Romani Gypsies are just people that exploit their children 
and women for stealing for begging and maybe there is a bit of a truth in this. But 
the real problem is that some of the Gypsies actually beg and steal because that’s 
the only chance that they have for surviving.” 

Impartiality and Diversity of Opinion 

On the subject of whether the programme was balanced and even handed in its 
approach, as discussed elsewhere in the finding, the programme gave extensive coverage 
to the potential causes of child crime and begging among the Roma communities. The 
script was supported by interviews with members of the Roma community who had the 
opportunity to put their point of view. A range of relevant views and opinions were 
included as required by the guidelines. 

Depicting the “appalling living conditions” of some Roma may have given a negative 
impression to some viewers, but it was an accurate portrayal and offered an insight “into 
why people are forced to live in such conditions, and the possible consequences”. 

The presenter’s comments did not display a lack of due impartiality, they were informed 
by the evidence he had gathered and the people he had spoken to. The guidelines allow 
reporters to offer their own observations, provided they are based on their professional 
expertise and experience. 

Children 

On whether the rights of the children interviewed were violated and that the children 
were put under unnecessary pressure or at risk, the ECU said: 

“In Madrid it seems to me that the children were well aware of the questions they 
were being asked and spoke openly about their activities and so I cannot conclude 
that they were exposed to undue stress or anxiety. In Milan, the children were 
interviewed under the supervision of the charity workers, who I think can be 
regarded as ‘in loco parentis’… the nature of the interview was appropriately 
gentle.” 

“There was also a clear public interest justification for the use of secret filming of 
children… I do not believe there is evidence that they suffered unnecessary 
distress.” 

There was clear editorial justification for the secret filming of children. 

Fairness 

The ECU stated that there is no evidence that the contributors in the programme were 
misled about the nature of the programme or their contribution. 

The Complaints Director concluded by saying he believed the allegations in the 
programme were supported by the facts and there was a clear editorial purpose in 
reporting serious and widespread criminal behaviour. On balance, he believed that any 
offence caused was justified in the public interest. 

Following the finding, on 19 February 2010 the ECU received a letter from Amnesty 
International. Amnesty International explained that its policy was not to use the term 
“Gypsy” in isolation and it did not regard “Gypsy” and “Roma” as interchangeable. It also 
regarded the phrase “Gypsy crime” as unambiguously pejorative. 

A letter was also received on 10 March 2010 from the Council of Europe (the other 
organisation cited by the ECU in its finding on the acceptability of “gypsy”). The Council of 
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Europe said that the website page cited in the ECU finding was from 2004. They had now 
altered the terminology used in all Council of Europe documents.  

Stage 3 – Appeal to the Editorial Standard Committee (ESC) 

The complainants appealed to the BBC Trust on 15 March 2010. They reiterated their 
previous areas of concern, asked for a public apology and responded to the arguments in 
the ECU’s finding: 

• the ECU cited “ample evidence” provided to them by the producer for the 
claims made in the film, but did not include that evidence in the finding. 

• the opinions of police forces and social workers that child crime and organised 
crime are widespread within the Romanian Roma community are not facts. 

• Chachipe’s own research suggests there is no quantifiable data documenting 
the scale of the problem: 

“Quite on the contrary, we noted that the appearance of East European 
Roma in West European cities is generally enough to unleash allegations 
(of begging and child exploitation).” 

“We have contacted several organisations including UNICEF, ILO and Save 
the Children... to verify the existence of statistical data… Save the Children 
(says it) does not believe that such data exists.” 

“Europol’s latest reports on Organised Crime and Human Trafficking merely 
contain general statements and anecdotal evidence for the involvement of 
some members of the Roma Community in either one or the other.” 

regarding the interviewing of children and “vulnerable” adults in the film: 

“It is very much questionable that people who have been marginalised all their life 
and under-aged children understand what it means to speak in front of a TV 
camera.” 

the programme  

“… blames parents (for) exploiting their children and goes as far as to advocate for 
the children to be taken away from their families instead of recognising the 
underlying social factors, including societal racism, which makes it difficult for 
Roma to strive towards a dignified existence”. 

• the Italian charity labelled an NGO by the ECU were not a Romanian NGO or 
an international organisation; the views of those bodies should have been 
sought. 

• numerous derogatory comments about the Roma community on youTube is 
evidence of the tremendous negative consequences of the film. 

 

3. Applicable editorial standards 

Section 3 – Accuracy 

Introduction 

The BBC's commitment to accuracy is a core editorial value and fundamental to our 
reputation. Our output must be well sourced, based on sound evidence, thoroughly tested 
and presented in clear, precise language. We should be honest and open about what we 
don't know and avoid unfounded speculation. 
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For the BBC accuracy is more important than speed and it is often more than a question 
of getting the facts right. All the relevant facts and information should be weighed to get 
at the truth. If an issue is controversial, relevant opinions as well as facts may need to be 
considered. 

We aim to achieve accuracy by: 

• the accurate gathering of material using first hand sources wherever possible. 

• checking and cross checking the facts. 

• validating the authenticity of documentary evidence and digital material. 

• corroborating claims and allegations made by contributors wherever possible. 

 

Section 4 – Impartiality and Diversity of Opinion 

Introduction 

Impartiality lies at the heart of the BBC's commitment to its audiences. It applies across 
all of our services and output, whatever the format, from radio news bulletins via our web 
sites to our commercial magazines and includes a commitment to reflecting a diversity of 
opinion. 

The Agreement accompanying the BBC's Charter requires us to produce comprehensive, 
authoritative and impartial coverage of news and current affairs in the UK and throughout 
the world to support fair and informed debate. It specifies that we should do all we can to 
treat controversial subjects with due accuracy and impartiality in our news services and 
other programmes dealing with matters of public policy or of political or industrial 
controversy. It also states that the BBC is forbidden from expressing an opinion on current 
affairs or matters of public policy other than broadcasting… 

In practice, our commitment to impartiality means: (relevant clauses only) 

• we exercise our editorial freedom to produce content about any subject, at any 
point on the spectrum of debate as long as there are good editorial reasons for 
doing so. 

• we can explore or report on a specific aspect of an issue or provide an 
opportunity for a single view to be expressed, but in doing so we do not 
misrepresent opposing views. They may also require a right of reply. 

• we must ensure we avoid bias or an imbalance of views on controversial 
subjects. 

• the approach to, and tone of, BBC stories must always reflect our editorial 
values. Presenters, reporters and correspondents are the public face and voice 
of the BBC, they can have a significant impact on the perceptions of our 
impartiality. 

• our journalists and presenters, including those in news and current affairs, may 
provide professional judgments but may not express personal opinions on 
matters of public policy or political or industrial controversy. Our audiences 
should not be able to tell from BBC programmes or other BBC output the 
personal views of our journalists and presenters on such matters. 

• we must rigorously test contributors expressing contentious views during an 
interview whilst giving them a fair chance to set out their full response to our 
questions. 
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Achieving impartiality 
Impartiality must be adequate and appropriate to our output. Our approach to achieving it 
will therefore vary according to the nature of the subject, the type of output, the likely 
audience expectation and the extent to which the content and approach is signposted to 
our audiences. 

Impartiality is described in the Agreement as “due impartiality”. It requires us to be fair 
and open minded when examining the evidence and weighing all the material facts, as 
well as being objective and even handed in our approach to a subject. It does not require 
the representation of every argument or facet of every argument on every occasion or an 
equal division of time for each view. 

News, in whatever form, must be presented with due impartiality 

 

Section 6 – Privacy 

Secret recording 

Secret recording must be justified by a clear public interest. It is a valuable tool for the 
BBC because it enables the capture of evidence or behaviour that our audiences would 
otherwise not see or hear. However, secret recording should normally be a method of last 
resort – misuse or overuse could discredit or devalue its impact. 

The BBC will normally only use secret recording for the following purposes 

As an investigative tool to expose issues of public interest where:  

• there is clear existing documentary or other evidence of such behaviour or of 
an intention to commit an offence. 

• it can be shown that an open approach would be unlikely to succeed.  

• the recording is necessary for evidential purposes.  

 

Section 8 – Harm and Offence 

Introduction 

The BBC aims to reflect the world as it is, including all aspects of the human experience 
and the realities of the natural world. In doing so, we balance our right to broadcast and 
publish innovative and challenging content appropriate to each of our services with our 
responsibility to protect the vulnerable.  

When we broadcast or publish challenging material which risks offending some of our 
audience we must always be able to demonstrate a clear editorial purpose. Such material 
may include, but is not limited to, offensive language, humiliation, sexual violence and 
discriminatory treatment. We must be sensitive to audience expectations, particularly in 
relation to the protection of children, as well as clearly signposting the material. 

Portrayal 

We aim to reflect fully and fairly all of the United Kingdom's people and cultures in our 
services. Content may reflect the prejudice and disadvantage which exist in our society 
but we should not perpetuate it. We should avoid offensive or stereotypical assumptions 
and people should only be described in terms of their disability, age, sexual orientation 
and so on when clearly editorially justified. 
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Section 9 – Children 

Introduction 

Children and young people are very important to the BBC. We aim to provide them with 
challenging, educative, enjoyable and interesting content to help them make sense of the 
world in which they live. They also interact with us in many different ways - as 
contributors, actors, presenters and via our online and interactive services. 

It is not always easy to strike a balance between the competing interests of the children 
who participate in our output, and the views and ambitions of their parents or our 
audiences. But we must always safeguard the welfare of the children and young people 
who contribute to our content, wherever in the world we operate, which includes their 
right to speak out and to participate. 

For the purposes of the BBC Editorial Guidelines, a child is someone under the age of 15 
years. Young people are those aged 15, 16 and 17. However, these are not legal 
definitions. 

Children editorial principles 

We must ensure that the physical and emotional welfare and the dignity of people under 
the age of eighteen, and in particular children under fifteen, are protected during the 
making and broadcast of programmes and online content, irrespective of any consent 
given by them or by a parent, guardian or other person in loco parentis.  

We must ensure that children and young people are not caused unnecessary anxiety or 
distress by their involvement in programmes or by their broadcast. Their involvement 
must be clearly editorially justified and support should be given to them where necessary.  

We must balance our responsibility to protect children and young people from unsuitable 
content with their rights to freedom of expression and freedom to receive information.  

Children & consent (relevant points only) 

We should normally seek the consent of parents or legal guardians, or other person of 
eighteen or over in loco parentis before interviewing children or young people, or 
otherwise involving them in our output, and the younger and more vulnerable the child, 
and the more sensitive the subject matter, the more likely it is that consent is essential. In 
particular children should not be asked for views on matters likely to be beyond their 
capacity to answer properly without consent. 

Content producers who are featuring children and young people in their output must: 

• ensure that the child and, when necessary, the parent/guardian, or other 
person of eighteen or over in loco parentis understand the nature of the 
programme and are able to give informed consent.  

• obtain the consent of the child or young person and respect any refusal to take 
part. In deciding whether a child can give consent, the stage of development 
and degree of understanding as well as their age should be taken into account.  

• normally obtain the consent of the parents/guardians/other person in loco 
parentis to the child's participation or contribution, an exception may be when 
recording vox pops with children on non-controversial subjects such as pocket 
money or favourite singers.  

• refer any refusal of parental consent to a senior editorial figure or for 
Independents to the commissioning editor, who should also consult Editorial 
Policy. Any decision to proceed without parental consent is normally only 
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editorially justified on the basis of a clear public interest or the freedom of the 
child or young person to express themselves, this includes their right to speak 
out.  

• ensure that any reasonably foreseeable consequences of the child's 
participation are made clear, for example, the possibility of bullying.  

Contributions from children & young people 

We must consider carefully the impact and possible consequences of any material which 
involves a child, both during the production process and once the material has been 
broadcast. This applies whether or not we have secured parental consent. 

Children are often eager to contribute to our output but many lack the judgement 
necessary to assess the longer-term impact it may have on their lives. We should consider 
consulting experts when featuring anti-social, harmful or illegal activity amongst children, 
such as illegal drug use, abuse, eating disorders, and bullying about the best way of 
approaching interviews and minimising distress. 

It is also often advisable to have a third party present, such as a relative, family friend, or 
teacher, when sensitive issues are being discussed with a child. This ensures there is 
someone there who is familiar to them and who can help safeguard their interests. 

We should ensure children and young people are given a voice but we must also be alert 
to occasions when children exaggerate, try to please or report gossip or hearsay as fact. 
Criminal or anti-social behaviour should not go unchallenged. 

Anonymity 

Difficult ethical issues arise when we consider whether identification or anonymity of 
children involved in anti-social or criminal behaviour is in their best long-term interest. We 
should not normally identify children when featuring such behaviour to illustrate a 
practice, unless there is a clear editorial justification. Always seek advice from a senior 
editorial figure or for Independents the commissioning editor if you are unsure how to 
proceed. 

Any queries about whether it is possible to identify a child with an Anti-Social Behaviour 
Order (ASBO) should be referred to Programme Legal Advice. 

The decision to involve, feature or identify children whose parents are engaged in anti-
social or criminal activity should only be made if the welfare of the child will not be 
harmed and if it is clearly editorially justified. This is particularly important when children 
may be at risk because, for example, they are living with an alcoholic parent, or being 
forced to work as couriers of illegal drugs. 

 

4. The Committee’s decision 

The Committee considered the complaint against the relevant editorial standards, as set 
out in the BBC’s editorial guidelines. The guidelines are a statement of the BBC’s values 
and standards. 

In reaching its decision the Committee took full account of all the available evidence, 
including (but not limited to) the Editorial Adviser’s report and subsequent submissions 
from the complainant and the programme team. 

This appeal raises issues requiring consideration of the editorial guidelines relating to 
Accuracy, Impartiality and Diversity of Opinion, Children, Privacy and Harm and Offence, 
and a separate issue relating to the complaint procedures regarding timescales. 
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The Committee noted that the appeal to the BBC Trust was lodged six weeks after the 
Stage 2 finding, two weeks later than is usually allowed under the complaints procedure. 
The relevant section of the complaints procedure says: 

“If you are still dissatisfied with the response that you have received at Stage 2, 
you can request an appeal to the BBC Trust’s Editorial Standards Committee (ESC) 
within 20 working days of the date of the final Stage 2 response (or exceptionally 
the Trust may allow longer if the Trust decides there is a good reason for the 
delay). Depending on the nature of your complaint, and whether or not it fits the 
criteria for appeals that the ESC will consider, the ESC may agree to take your 
appeal.” 

The Committee noted that the delay had been largely the result of the complainants 
requiring additional time to research their responses to aspects of the Stage 2 finding. 
This included furnishing Amnesty International and the Council of Europe (both of whom 
were named in the finding) with details of their complaint, resulting in letters from each 
organisation – the second of which was sent to the ECU on March 10, five days before the 
letter of appeal to the Trust. The complainants would not have known until they received 
the letter of finding that the ECU were planning to quote Amnesty International and the 
Council of Europe. The Committee considered this constituted the exceptional 
circumstances allowed for within the complaints procedure. 

The Committee noted the complainants’ request that in addition to the guidelines cited 
above, the complaint should also be tested against the guideline on Fairness and Consent. 
The Committee did not consider the complainants to be first parties in relation to the 
programme and confirmed that the guideline is only applicable if the complainant is the 
person directly affected by the content – that is someone or an organisation who/which 
took part in a programme or who/which the programme was about. 

Use of the word “Gypsy” 

The Committee noted the representations on current usage of the word from the 
complainants, summarised thus in their Stage 2 appeal: 

“…the word ‘Gypsy’ which is used throughout in this film as well as its Romanian 
correspondent ‘Tigan’ is a misnomer and considered as offensive by many Roma, 
in particular, in Eastern Europe and we suggest that the BBC adapts its language” 

Contrary to the Stage 2 finding which suggested that the Council of Europe continued to 
use the word “Gypsy”, the Committee accepted that this was no longer the case. It noted 
the Council’s position that it used the word “Roma”. It noted the Council of Europe’s letter 
to the ECU: 

“This definition encompasses all various groups, including those who wish to be 
called ‘Gypsies’ (like in the United Kingdom). ‘Gypsies’, or its equivalent in 
countries of the continent, such as … ‘Tigani’ in Romania, etc. is indeed considered 
as offensive by most of the members of the Roma community, and should 
therefore be avoided (in fact, the term, ‘Gypsy’ is only acceptable in the context of 
the UK). The simple fact that journalists use ‘Gypsies’ in their media reporting to 
relate about Romanian Roma – as is the case in Mr Tipurita’s documentary – 
makes those films immediately perceived by Roma viewers – and by human rights 
organisations like ours – as anti-Roma biased.” 

In relation to Amnesty International, the Committee acknowledged they too rejected the 
ECU’s interpretation of their viewpoint, and that Amnesty only used the word in the 
specific context of the United Kingdom, where the term still prevailed in some areas. 
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The Committee then noted the comments from the programme team that there is a 
concerted effort by human rights organisations and some Roma groups to change the 
language used but that: 

“this change has not yet been reflected in common usage either by Gypsies 
themselves, or by the general public or the Media.” 

“The programme makers took the decision to use the word Gypsy as this is the 
most widely used and understood reference to the people concerned. We dispute 
that it is pejorative – all the gypsies that the programme makers spoke to would 
refer to themselves as tigan – which is the direct Romanian translation for Gypsy. 
It is absolutely not true in our experience that the term is considered offensive by 
the majority of Romanian Gypsies. … the overwhelming impression from 
interviewing and talking to them is that the words ‘Rom’ and ‘Tigan’ are used 
completely interchangeably. 

In support of this position, the Committee considered the words from the Director of the 
European Roma Information Office: 

“The word ‘Gypsy’ does have a negative connotation and I personally prefer to use 
the word Roma. But it is a very diverse group of people, and some who are 
Gypsies prefer to use that term to describe themselves. There is nothing wrong if 
the BBC choose to use the word. People should be called by the name they prefer. 
It is more important what content is applied to the label, than which word is used.” 

The consideration for the Committee was whether, taking into account audience 
expectation, the use of the word “Gypsy” was likely to cause offence. The relevant clause 
from the guideline is the sub-section headed Portrayal which states: 

“We aim to reflect fully and fairly all of the United Kingdom’s people and cultures 
in our services. Content may reflect the prejudice and disadvantage which exist in 
our society but we should not perpetuate it.” 

The Committee concluded that in the words of another part of the same guideline, the 
programme was “reflecting the world as it is”. It is not BBC policy to ban words. The 
programme was made for a UK audience and in the UK the word “Gypsy” is in use by the 
relevant community and by the wider community. In this context, those who were the 
subject of the output used “Gypsy” (or its equivalent) self-referentially and the Committee 
noted that this was a key justification provided by the programme team as to why they 
consciously decided to use the term. However, the Committee accepted that the usage of 
“Gypsy” is undergoing a transition in terms of acceptance and is neither universally in use, 
nor has its use been substantially abandoned in the UK. Therefore while the programme 
was not in breach of the guidelines by using the word, the Committee felt the 
complainants had raised a valid issue and that the BBC should be aware that it is a word 
which does cause offence to some though not to others and thus content producers must 
consider carefully the most appropriate terminology to use. 

Use of the term “Gypsy crime” 

The Committee then turned to the use of the phrase “Gypsy crime” and references in the 
programme to a “culture” of crime. The Committee noted the complainants’ position that 
use of the term perpetuated a negative stereotype and their assertion that it was 
fundamentally racist to apply an ethnic connotation to human behaviour: 

“The term ‘Gypsy crime’ and culture of crime certainly does not stand an objective 
proof, but forms part of the vocabulary used by neo-fascist groups to legitimate 
their attacks on Roma.” 
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The Committee noted too the submission from Amnesty International that while the 
phrase may not be widely used in the United Kingdom, the connotation elsewhere in 
Europe – where its use in the media is widespread – is “unambiguously pejorative”.  

The Committee’s deliberations looked at the context in which the phrase “Gypsy crime” 
was used, for a total of four times in the programme. The Committee also considered 
whether it had been clear in the context that the programme was referring to specific 
crime that could be attributed to “Gypsies” (and that was documented in the programme) 
or whether it suggested a wider interpretation, as the complainants contended, that 
assumed all Roma were criminals. Editorial justification was a key issue for the 
Committee.  

In reaching its decision the Committee considered the body of evidence in the film which 
supported the thesis that a certain type of crime could be attributed to some “Gypsies” in 
this context, as well as the supplementary explanatory information provided by the 
programme makers about the sources they had spoken to and the information that had 
been provided. To this end, the Committee noted the comments of Daniela Radu, 
Secretary General of the Roma Association of Madrid in an interview which was not 
broadcast, in which she spoke of a culture in some parts of the Roma community where 
children grew up thinking crime was normal. Ms Radu also referred to “Gypsy criminals” 
and the “Gypsy Mafia”, in the context of what was happening in Madrid. Further note was 
taken of the information from the Madrid Police, which told the production team that 95% 
of minors picked up in Madrid were of Romanian Gypsy origin. In Italy, the Committee 
noted the programme had spoken to a High Court judge and the police force there, both 
of whom discussed the organised nature of the criminal activity shown on the programme 
and described it as “Gypsy crime”. 

While the Committee acknowledged the complainants’ contention that Roma are more 
likely to be arrested than those “belonging to the white majority” and that not all those 
arrested are charged or found guilty of a crime, it felt that the wealth of well-documented 
primary evidence of crime in the film combined with significant background research 
constituted the editorial justification required by the guidelines when publishing content 
which might be considered challenging. 

It had the following clauses from the guidelines in mind: 

“The BBC aims to reflect the world as it is, including all aspects of the human 
experience and the realities of the natural world. In doing so, we balance our right 
to broadcast and publish innovative and challenging content appropriate to each of 
our services with our responsibility to protect the vulnerable.” 

“When we broadcast or publish challenging material which risks offending some of 
our audience we must always be able to demonstrate a clear editorial purpose.” 

In considering in particular whether the phrase “Gypsy crime” was acceptable, the 
Committee felt that in the context of a UK audience, for whom the phrase is not 
commonly heard (as opposed to what may be the case in the media elsewhere in 
Europe), the programme makers had employed it as a shorthand for specific crime 
committed by specific groups of people in the specific contexts depicted in the film. The 
Committee did not consider the phrase suggested that all Roma were criminals, nor that 
in the context of the expectations of a UK audience, did it have the Fascist connotations 
ascribed to it by the complainants and by Amnesty International. 

In deciding that the guidelines had not been breached on this occasion, the Committee 
was nevertheless mindful that in dealing with sensitive issues such as this the BBC should 
remain vigilant to changing perceptions of language and conscious that accuracy, context 
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and editorial justification are key considerations when broadcasting potentially challenging 
content. 

Children 

The guideline on Children was the next consideration for the Committee. The Committee 
looked at three areas: the interviewing of the children for the film (and the issue of 
parental consent), the identification of the children in the broadcast material, and the use 
of secret filming techniques which captured children committing criminal acts. 

Note was taken of the complainants’ key points in this regard: 

“We are particularly appalled by the fact that a documentary which claims to 
defend the rights of children exposes them in such a crude way as to make them 
speak in front of an open camera on issues which might entail reprisal and legal 
prosecution for themselves and their families. We have also objected against the 
secret filming of children including scenes were children are tracked down like 
heavy criminals. We don’t believe that this technique is appropriate for a 
documentary which seeks to alert to the damage done to children.” 

On the issue of the lack of parent consent for the interview with Daniela in the camp, the 
Committee took note of the following guideline: 

“Any decision to proceed without parental consent is normally only editorially 
justified on the basis of a clear public interest or the freedom of the child or young 
person to express themselves, including their right to speak out.” 

The issue was whether the programme had demonstrated a clear public interest on this 
occasion. The Committee noted that the production team had followed proper procedures 
before filming by having detailed discussions with Editorial Policy regarding the filming of 
children in various circumstances. In the event only one child was interviewed without 
parental consent having been obtained. The Committee noted the programme team’s 
comments for this appeal: 

“The director took the decision to interview Daniela without parental consent 
because a) the parents were not there b) the parents were involved in the 
commissioning of the criminal/serious antisocial behaviour (which was later 
confirmed) and c) there was a clear public interest. Subsequently the director 
attempted to find and speak to Daniela’s parents. However, he was warned that he 
would put himself and his team in danger if he entered the section of the camp 
where they live.  

“We believe that there was a clear public interest in interviewing Daniela without 
her parents’ consent. She was able to confirm several facts that were of 
journalistic importance to a story of clear public interest, including the methods 
she, and other underage girls from the Camp used to steal; the amount of money 
she could make; the involvement of her parents; the fact that her age was 
important in that she was below the age of criminal responsibility in Spain. In this, 
as in all other cases, the interviewee was treated with respect and sensitivity and 
in accordance with BBC Editorial Guidelines. None of the young interviewees in the 
programme were, as the complainant has suggested, ‘interrogated’.” 

The Committee concluded that the exceptional decision to interview Daniela without 
parental consent met the test for editorial justification and was in the public interest. 

In relation to the decision not to obscure the identity of the children in the film, the 
Committee noted the programme’s reasons for doing so: 
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“The issue was discussed between the film maker, the series producer, the 
executive producer and BBC editorial policy. They considered whether there were 
likely to be any disproportionate consequences to Daniela in broadcasting the 
material. They took into consideration that she was already well known to the 
police; that her friends and family were either involved in the same criminal 
activity or were aware of it; that she carried out these activities in broad daylight 
in public and as such hardly sought to conceal her behaviour. It was decided 
therefore that broadcasting her admissions of criminal/serious antisocial behaviour 
was in the public interest and would not result in disproportionate consequences 
to her.” 

The Committee was mindful of the guideline on identification of children which states: 

Difficult ethical issues arise when we consider whether identification or anonymity of 
children involved in anti-social or criminal behaviour is in their best long-term interest. We 
should not normally identify children when featuring such behaviour to illustrate a 
practice, unless there is a clear editorial justification. Always seek advice from a senior 
editorial figure or for Independents the commissioning editor if you are unsure how to 
proceed. 

It was clear to the Committee that the correct BBC procedure had been followed and the 
potential consequences for the children had been given the serious consideration required 
by the guidelines. Consequently the Committee concluded that there had not been a 
breach of the guidelines in this respect. 

The Committee turned to the issue of secret filming. The Committee noted the guideline 
is not specific to children, but relates to the guideline on Privacy. The Committee did not 
consider the complainants to be first parties in relation to the programme. Privacy is only 
applicable if the complainant is the person directly affected by the content – that is 
someone or an organisation who/which took part in a programme or who/which the 
programme was about. Therefore the Committee did not consider the complaint in 
relation to secret recording. 

In conclusion the Committee was of the view that there was a clear public interest in 
investigating the increase in child crime amongst the Roma community . The programme 
had revealed serious issues concerning child abuse and the involvement of children in 
crime. As such, the Committee was satisfied that the programme had met all the required 
editorial standards in relation to the use of children in the making of the programme. 
Consequently, there had been no breach of the guidelines. 

Accuracy 

The Committee turned to the issue of whether the programme had accurately reflected 
the issues it represented and examined the complainants’ contention that the programme 
drew on too narrow a range of sources:  

“Instead of providing a thorough investigation into a sensitive subject, the film is 
essentially based on the generalisation of few cases. No difference is made 
between begging and stealing or whether the children are accompanying or 
supporting their families and parents or being exploited by ‘organised crime’… 
Information is almost essentially taken from police and a few ‘Roma informants’. It 
is not contrasted by scientific evidence or statements of NGOs engaged in the 
defence of Roma or human rights.” 

The Committee considered too the argument that the programme’s use of the word 
“many” in relation to the extent to which the Roma community are involved in crime, 
freed the programme from any obligation to provide evidence. 
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The material was tested against the following section from the guideline on Accuracy: 

“Our output must be well sourced, based on sound evidence, thoroughly test and 
presented in clear, precise language. We should be honest and open about what 
we don’t know and avoid unfounded speculation.” 

The Committee looked first at the signposting of the film and audience expectation: The 
Committee was conscious that the complainants felt the programme ought to have 
included a larger body of material about the social conditions of the Roma and the 
reasons for their alienation from society. But it noted that the programme had clearly set 
out its intentions in the opening sequences: 

“Across Europe thousands of children are being forced onto the streets to beg and 
steal. They come from the poorest community in Europe – the Romanian Gypsies. 
For centuries they’ve lived on the margins of society and faced brutal 
discrimination. Many have resorted to begging and stealing to survive. But in the 
last 20 years organised crime has taken over. And since 2007, when Romania 
joined the EU, Gypsy children have been trafficked and exploited on a massive 
scale” 

“My name is Liviu Tipurita. I grew up in Romania and I’ve been making films about 
Gypsies and about child trafficking for many years. To investigate what’s 
happening to these children, I’m going on a journey that will take me inside the 
closed world of the Gypsy community… And will reveal the shocking tide of racism 
they face… These children are the victims of a culture of crime and a wider society 
that seems to have abandoned them.” 

The Committee concluded the audience expectation would have been for a film about 
child exploitation within the Roma community. It also considered that the programme had 
adequately contextualised the story by documenting some of the reasons behind the 
poverty and the alienation of many Roma. In addition to the commentary, the Committee 
noted the comment from the Italian charity worker: 

“The Right wing says that Romani Gypsies are just people that exploit their 
children and women for stealing for begging and maybe there is a bit of a truth in 
this. But the real problem is that some of the Gypsies actually beg and steal 
because that’s the only chance that they have for surviving.” 

The Committee therefore felt the programme did not mislead in this respect. 

The Committee turned next to the issue of whether the programme relied on thin 
evidence from too few sources. They noted the complainants’ submission in response to 
the ECU finding: 

“(the ECU) simply believe(s) the producer who claims that he found ample 
evidence, which is not provided in the film, but also not included in the answer to 
our complaint” 

“(the ECU) quotes interviews with police forces and social workers who expressed 
the ‘opinion (!) that child crime and organised crime are widespread within the 
Romanian Roma community’. However an opinion is not a fact.” 

“Our organisation has been following the discussions on human trafficking and the 
influence of organised crime within the Roma community. We have found that 
there is no quantifiable data documenting the importance of the problem. Quite on 
the contrary, we noted that the appearance of East European Roma in West 
European cities is generally enough to unleash allegations according to which the 
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begging is organised and under control of so-called criminal networks paired with 
accusations of child exploitation.” 

Note was taken of the range of people interviewed in the programme and the prima facie 
evidence of the commission of criminal acts which the programme makers captured on 
camera. The Committee noted also the background information supplied by the 
programme makers in response to this appeal, in particular the detail from the police 
forces in Madrid and Milan and the accounts of the scale of the problem from the Bologna 
high court judge. And they considered the response from the programme makers: 

“The relative scarcity of ‘scientific’ evidence relating to child crime and child 
trafficking does not mean the problem does not exist, which is the logic of this 
complaint, nor that other forms of evidence are not valid. We believe that the 
evidence we have gathered amply demonstrates that there is such a problem and 
it is one which has tragic consequences for the children involved and creates a 
vicious spiral which is leading to increased levels of certain types of crime in this 
community.” 

The Committee concluded that the programme was “well-sourced and based on sound 
evidence” as required by the guideline. 

Impartiality and Diversity of Opinion 

The Committee noted the complainants’ contention that the programme was not impartial 
but instead reflected the personal opinion of its producer (presenter). It did not consider 
that there was any evidence to support the allegation. The Committee agreed with the 
ECU finding, that where opinions were expressed in the film they derived from a 
professional judgment informed by the experience of the producer and the evidence 
gathered. 

The Committee then turned to the issue of the statement made by the Deputy Mayor of 
Milan and by supporters of Lega Nord in Italy.  

“A strong response would be to kick out Romania from the European Union, and 
consider Romania outcast. Do you believe it could be done? It’s impossible. Today 
the EU is expanding...” 

and 

“The Roma don’t really don’t know the meaning of work. Because we always find 
them in the camps… They send the women to work and to prostitute themselves 
and the children are sent to steal. Also if you go at this time to any of the camps 
you will just find men playing cards. So someone tell me how can I possibly 
explain this people the concept of work, when their concept of life is without work, 
and the work is left to women and children instead.” 

and 

“So it follows that it’s not us being racist, but it’s them who don’t know how to be 
in our society.” 

The complainants argued that the comments were so inflammatory that they should have 
been directly challenged by the reporter and that the programme was wrong to rely on 
the wider context to provide the balance. 

It noted the response from the programme makers: 

“… the comments of the Lega Nord supporter and the Deputy Mayor of Milan need 
to be taken in the context of the film as a whole. As we have constantly stressed 
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the programme was from the outset contextualized by references to the centuries 
of discrimination and racism suffered by Europe’s Gypsies. We wished to 
demonstrate that such racism still exists and showing these interviews was one 
way of demonstrating that. The Lega Nord is part of the coalition government of 
Italy, not some marginal fringe political party. Riccardo de Corato is the deputy 
mayor of Milan and a well known figure on the Italian political scene. Whatever 
the complainant (or the programme makers) thinks of his views they cannot be 
simply ignored… A large part of the Italian section of the film was taken up with 
the NGO Casa della Carrita, whose views could not have been more different to 
those of Lega Nord.” 

The Committee considered the issue in relation to the guideline on Impartiality which 
states: 

• we will sometimes need to report or interview people whose views may cause 
serious offence to many in our audience. We must be convinced… that a clear 
public interest outweighs the possible offence. 

• we must ensure a wide range of significant views and perspectives are given 
due weight in the period during which a controversial subject is active. Opinion 
should be clearly distinguished from fact. 

• we must ensure we avoid bias or an imbalance of views on controversial 
subjects. 

• we must rigorously test contributors expressing contentious views during an 
interview whilst giving them a fair chance to set out their full response to our 
questions. 

The Committee concluded that in respect of broadcasting comments which may cause 
serious offence, the clear public interest test had been met. In relation to how the 
comments were presented, the Committee decided that in both cases the comments were 
clearly contextualised; balancing comments were made both at the time and elsewhere in 
the programme. There had been no breach of the guidelines. 

Finally the Committee considered the overall programme and the complainants’ contention 
that it 

“provides a deeply biased account of the Roma community in Europe and is, in its 
essence, racist”. 

The Committee noted the comment in the appeal quoting Mike Jempson of the MediaWise 
Trust: 

“The BBC claimed to be representative of Roma culture in the film but only 
showed Roma people as criminals – as if this was normal. This is not Roma 
culture. Criminality can't be linked to a specific racial group.” 

It noted too the complainants’ comment: 

“this sort of inflammatory documentary incites racism… which may lead to greater 
discrimination, marginalisation and violence”. 

And it noted the evidence of negative commentary posted on internet discussion forums 
following the programme, which was produced by the complainants in support of their 
argument. 

The Committee then considered the response from the programme team: 
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“We did not claim the film to be an examination of Roma culture, or indeed Roma 
rights. This is a misapprehension on the part of the complainant and, perhaps, 
MediaWise Trust. The film is an investigation into the disturbing level of a certain 
type of crime within the Romanian Gypsy community in Europe, set firmly within 
the context of the history of discrimination and marginalisation of that community. 
We are not required to counterbalance that investigation with other aspects of 
Gypsy culture that might be positive (but irrelevant to the investigation). If we 
were making a film about increased knife crime in the black community in the East 
End, we would not be obliged to show that nice things happen in that 
community as well. We would be obliged however properly to reflect the extent of 
the problem. We strongly believe that the film meets the requirement to give due 
weight to the evidence relating to the seriousness of the issue. We believe that our 
research amply supports the content of the programme.” 

The Committee did not accept that the programme suggested that all Roma were 
criminals. It considered the impression left by the film was that all those portrayed were 
to some extent victims. The Committee concurred with the ECU Complaints Manager who 
stated: 

“I appreciate (the programme) raised some controversial and sensitive issues and 
showed the Roma community in a frequently negative light, but I believe the 
allegations in the programme were supported by facts and there was a clear 
editorial purpose in reporting serious and widespread criminal behaviour.” 

The Committee concluded that the programme was a very strong piece of journalism 
about a very difficult subject. The Committee considered the programme was “duly 
impartial” as required by the guideline: 

“Impartiality is described in the Agreement as ‘due impartiality’. It requires us to 
be fair and open minded when examining the evidence and weighing all the 
material facts, as well as being objective and even handed in our approach to a 
subject. It does not require the representation of every argument or facet of every 
argument on every occasion or an equal division of time for each view.” 

 

Finding: Not upheld 
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Rejected appeals 
Appeals rejected by the ESC as being out of remit or because the complaint had not 
raised a matter of substance and there was no reasonable prospect of success. 

 

5 Days, BBC One, 1–5 March 2010 
The complainant requested that the Committee review the decision of the Head of 
Editorial Standards, BBC Trust, not to proceed with his request for an appeal. The 
complainant had objected to the fact that as the drama 5 Days had been spread over five 
days (Monday to Friday) he had not been made aware in publicity promoting the drama or 
in an announcement ahead of the first episode on the Monday evening, that the third 
programme, on the Wednesday evening, contained offensive language. The complainant 
accepted the right of the BBC to broadcast offensive language but argued that he was not 
provided with a warning of the inclusion of offensive language before he began watching 
the series.  

The Committee’s decision 

The Committee noted the responses the complainant had received from the Editorial 
Complaints Unit (ECU) at stage 2 of the BBC complaints process and the Head of Editorial 
Standards with regard to his complaint. The Committee noted that both replies had 
recognised the complainant’s frustration at having “invested time in watching the earlier 
episodes” to then be informed at the beginning of episode three that the episode 
contained bad language, which prevented the complainant from watching it.  

The Committee noted the explanation the ECU had set out in its argument for not 
upholding the complaint. The Committee noted the relevant comment: 

“The guideline on warnings about offensive language is intended very clearly to 
ensure that viewers who might be offended by such language will not be 
ambushed by it. The guidelines are not designed to ensure that the viewer’s 
enjoyment is maximised but to avoid the possibility of offence being given. In this 
respect, the warning given prior to episodes three and five met this requirement.” 

The Committee noted that the Head of Editorial Standards, BBC Trust, endorsed that 
explanation in her response to the complainant’s request for the complaint to be 
considered on appeal. 

The Committee concluded that having considered the points raised by the complainant, 
the ECU and Head of Editorial Standards, it was satisfied that the guideline on signposting 
had been met, in that the announcement prior to the broadcast of the third episode had 
ensured that the audience had not been taken by surprise and had been given sufficient 
and appropriate warning of the programme’s difficult or challenging content. As such, the 
Committee was satisfied that the decision not to proceed with the appeal was correct. 
There was no reasonable prospect of success. 

However, the Committee acknowledged that the complainant had raised a wider issue 
regarding the drama’s pre-publicity i.e. the labelling of content across an on-going series 
of related programmes. This issue is not covered specifically in the guidelines. The 
Committee agreed that it would raise this matter with the BBC Executive with a view to 
considering the possible advantages/ disadvantages  of publicising at the start of a drama 
series the inclusion of challenging content at a later stage within the drama series. The 
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Committee agreed to share with the complainant the result of its discussion with the BBC 
Executive. 

The Committee was therefore satisfied that whilst the decision not to proceed 
with the appeal was correct, it would discuss with the BBC Executive the 
practicalities of providing appropriate content information for such a series 
within pre-publicity material.  
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World Snooker Championships, 28 April 2010 (Red 
Button) 
The complainant requested that the Committee review the decision of the Head of 
Editorial Standards, BBC Trust, not to proceed with his request for an appeal. The 
complainant had said that the choice of snooker matches to show on the BBC’s Red 
Button service had reflected a bias against players from Scotland and Northern Ireland, 
due to the fact that the match featured on this service had been between two 
Englishmen, and had been inferior in entertainment to the match between the Scottish 
and Northern Irish players. 

The Committee’s decision 

The Committee noted the responses the complainant had received from the BBC 
Executive and from the Head of Editorial Standards.  

The Committee noted that the Head of Editorial Standards had clearly set out in her letter 
to the complainant that the BBC Executive was responsible for “the direction of the BBC’s 
editorial and creative output” not the Trust. As such, the choice of matches to include in 
the BBC’s coverage was a decision for the BBC Executive, and was not a matter for the 
Trust unless it resulted in a breach of the BBC’s Editorial Guidelines.  

The Head of Editorial Standards had also noted that the complainant had believed the 
choice had been motivated by bias, but had not provided any evidence to support this 
view beyond the fact of which match had been shown.  

The Committee also noted what the BBC Executive had said in reply to the complainant 
with regard to the choice of matches. The Committee noted that the producer on the day 
had made her choice based on the fact that one match at 5–3 offered a potentially longer 
match for viewers than a match at 8–8.  

As such, the Committee agreed with the view of the Head of Editorial Standards that a 
case had not been made out that the producer’s choice had been motivated by racism.  

In conclusion, the Committee did not believe that the complainant had set out a case for 
the BBC Executive to answer. There was not a reasonable prospect of success as required 
by the Trust’s Editorial Appeals Procedure.  

The Committee was therefore satisfied that the decision not to proceed with 
the appeal was correct. 
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BBC bias in approach to theory of evolution 
The complainant requested that the Committee review the decision of the Head of 
Editorial Standards, BBC Trust, not to proceed with his request for an appeal which 
complained that the BBC was biased towards the theory of evolution, “which is regularly 
presented as though it were fact”.  

The Committee’s decision 

The Committee noted the responses the complainant had received from the BBC 
Executive, including BBC Vision’s Head of Editorial Standards and Complaints Management 
and from the Head of Editorial Standards, BBC Trust. 

The Committee noted the response the complainant had received at the first stage of the 
BBC’s complaints process; in particular it noted the explanation for the scientific support 
for theories of evolution which stated:  

“Given the overwhelming weight of evidence from so many areas of science that 
supports the theory of evolution by natural selection it is perfectly appropriate for 
the BBC to consider it as overwhelmingly the best explanation available. No 
alternative view has been able to deliver an explanation that can be tested 
objectively or is supported by scientific evidence.” 

The Committee also considered the response the complainant had received from the Head 
of Editorial Standards and Complaints Management, BBC Vision, following the 
complainant’s comments that the BBC would not present the views of scientists who had 
signed up to an advertisement that was sceptical of evolution. The Committee noted what 
was said:  

“[The BBC] … does … feature the views of those sceptical of the notion of … 
evolution through natural selection … Those alternative beliefs will be broadcast 
appropriately but … not feature automatically. That proposition reflects the reality 
of what peer-reviewed research tells us about the natural world.” 

The Committee also noted a previous decision it had taken on the issue of the coverage of 
evolutionism and creationism. It noted that creationism was an argument of faith and that 
the guidelines on accuracy and impartiality did not encompass the presentation of an 
argument of faith in science, news and factual programmes when addressing evolution 
unless those programmes were directly addressing religion and belief.  

The Committee therefore did not believe that the complainant had set out a case for the 
BBC Executive to answer. There was not a reasonable prospect of success as required by 
the Trust’s Editorial Appeals Procedure.  

In conclusion, the Committee was satisfied that the decision not to proceed 
with the appeal was correct.  
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Earth: The Climate Wars, BBC Two, 15–17 December 
2009 
The complainant requested that the Committee review the decision of the Head of 
Editorial Standards, BBC Trust, not to proceed with his request for an appeal which 
complained that the BBC had not fairly represented the facts surrounding the “Hockey 
Stick” debate. The complainant also believed the series had shown bias in its presentation 
of the arguments and in its choice of examples to suggest climate change. 

The Committee’s decision 

The Committee noted the response the complainant had received from the Head of 
Editorial Standards, BBC Trust. The Committee also took into account the decision it had 
made in January 2010 when it considered three complaints against this series on appeal4.  

The Committee concluded that having carefully read through the points raised by the 
complainant it was satisfied that no new issues had been raised that it had not previously 
considered when making its finding on the three appeals it had considered in January 
2010. As such the Committee endorsed the reply provided to the complainant by the 
Head of Editorial Standards.  

The Committee therefore concluded that it did not believe the complainant had set out a 
case for the BBC Executive to answer. There was not a reasonable prospect of success as 
required by the Trust’s Editorial Appeals Procedure.  

The Committee was therefore satisfied that the decision not to proceed with 
the appeal was correct.  

                                                
4 March ESC Bulletin http://www.bbc.co.uk/bbctrust/assets/files/pdf/appeals/esc_bulletins/2010/mar.pdf 
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Seven Ages of Britain, BBC Two, 1 February 2010 
The complainant requested that the Committee review the decision of the Head of 
Editorial Standards, BBC Trust, not to proceed with his request for an appeal. The 
complainant had complained that David Dimbleby’s statement that: 

“Anglo Saxons were the powerful influence in our country … they gave us our 
language”. 

was fundamentally wrong.  

The complainant stated that the main language spoken at the time of the Viking invasions 
was “Brythonic, now modern Welsh”. He also stated that the majority of people in 
Scotland and Wales would consider “our country” to be Wales or Scotland and not Britain. 

The Committee’s decision 

The Committee noted the responses the complainant had received from the BBC 
Executive, including the finding of the BBC’s Editorial Complaints Unit (ECU), and from the 
Head of Editorial Standards, BBC Trust. 

The Committee noted that the series producer at stage 1 of the complaints process, had 
explained that the programme had not claimed to be a definitive and complete history of 
Britain. The Committee also noted that in a further BBC response at stage 1 it was noted 
that the Seven Ages of Britain had been an art series. The Committee noted what was 
said: 

“When David Dimbleby refers to ‘us’ and ‘ours’, he is certainly not limiting his 
inclusiveness to people within England … he means all Britain [regardless of where 
he is filming]… 

The programme does anachronistically talk about the geographical areas of ‘England’, 
‘Scotland’ and ‘Wales’ at times when they didn’t exist as political entities, but only because 
it’s how our modern audience understand those areas…” 

The Committee also noted the points raised by the ECU at stage 2 of the complaints 
process, which considered the complaint against the BBC’s Editorial Guidelines on 
accuracy. On the point of language the Committee noted what the ECU had said about 
English as the shared language of Britain, notwithstanding the other languages spoken 
such as Welsh and Gaelic. The Committee noted what the ECU said in its reply: 

“It does seem to me that when David Dimbleby says that the Anglo Saxons gave 
us our language, in the context of a programme about the history of Britain, he is 
merely stating that they gave Britain its common language, English, and it does 
not seem to me that this is inaccurate.” 

The Committee also noted what was said about the issue of historical accuracy: 

“I think it is clear from this that the series was not setting out to be a definitive 
history of the British Isles. It was to be a series about art treasures which reveal 
something about the history of Britain rather than a comprehensive history of 
Britain as revealed through art treasures. I think the distinction is important. It set 
out upon a journey through that history, where the starting point was the Roman 
occupation and where the stopping off points would be where great artistic 
treasures illuminated it. The selection of objects to study is, of course, a matter of 
judgement and the fact that the series does not set out to be definitive, it seems 
to me, allows considerable latitude to the programme makers to use their own 
judgment to decide what is most interesting and revealing.  
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The Committee also noted that the series highlighted objects from the various nations of 
Britain. The Committee noted that among the objects shown in the series were some 
Celtic treasures:  

“…it is also fair to note that amongst the treasures selected for the programme 
were the piece of Welsh jewellery found in Dolaucothi and the Celtic standing 
cross on Iona.” 

The Committee also considered the conclusion of the Head of Editorial Standards, when 
she said in her response to the complaint: 

“This programme was entitled Seven Ages of Britain and in context therefore in my 
view David Dimbleby was talking about Britain and its common language.”  

The Committee concluded that it was satisfied that the programme, as explained by the 
BBC Executive and agreed by the Trust’s Head of Editorial Standards, was a programme 
talking about Britain and the language which is common to all – English. As such, the 
Committee did not believe the complainant had made a case for the BBC Executive to 
answer. There was not a reasonable prospect of success as required by the Trust’s 
Editorial Appeals Procedure. 

The Committee was satisfied that the decision not to proceed with the appeal 
was correct.  
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South Today, BBC One, 17 August 2009 
The complainant requested that the Committee review the decision of the Head of 
Editorial Standards, BBC Trust, not to proceed with his request for an appeal which 
complained that South Today had been inaccurate in its reporting of the decision of IBM 
to end its final salary pension scheme which included a studio discussion on this topic. 
The complainant also complained that the item should have included other opinions in 
order to achieve due impartiality.  

The Committee’s decision 

The Committee noted the responses the complainant had received from the BBC 
Executive, including the finding of the BBC’s Editorial Complaints Unit (ECU), and from the 
Head of Editorial Standards, BBC Trust. 

The Committee was satisfied that the response from the Head of Editorial Standards had 
been appropriate and fair when coming to a conclusion that the complaint did not have a 
reasonable prospect of success. 

The Committee agreed that the report had been divided into two parts: the first part 
covered the IBM protest and the second part, a discussion in the studio, looked at more 
general issues affecting company final salary schemes. With regard to the studio 
discussion the Committee was satisfied that the general nature of the discussion had been 
contextualised when the presenter, Sally Taylor, explained that pensions came in one of 
two types and that she was going to “…have a look at it in general terms”. 

The Committee was also satisfied that remarks made by the studio guest, Dr Ros 
Altmann, were broad observations on the value of final salary pensions and had stemmed 
from the presenter’s questioning. In particular the Committee noted Dr Altmann’s 
response to the presenter’s question, “why is it that companies like IBM are changing 
their pension plans?” In reply Dr Altmann stated: 

“Quite simply it's a question of cost, the promise of a final salary pension scheme 
has turned out to be far more expensive than employers were ever led to believe. 
The value of a final salary pension each year is worth about 30% extra on your 
salary so the employer is promising to pay you if you are earning say, £10,000 a 
year, and then is promising another £3,000 in the form of pension that is going to 
be paid to you later on, and that's an enormous commitment...” (the Committee’s 
emphasis) 

The Committee agreed with the Head of Editorial Standards that Dr Altmann’s reference in 
her reply to “the employer” was clearly set out as a general response and not one that 
applied to IBM specifically. 

The Committee was also satisfied that in Dr Altmann’s other replies she had clearly mixed 
her references to IBM with general comments on pensions. Her references to why IBM 
had changed its scheme to avoid paying out over a 50 to 60 year period noted that IBM 
could afford to pay out money “far more than other employers”, but also explained, more 
widely, that the performance of the stock market had not been as good as had been 
expected. This alongside the reference to the longevity of members was not misleading as 
it not only applied to IBM but to pension schemes as a whole.  

The Committee was also satisfied with the choice of Dr Altmann as a contributor given 
her background as an economist and as a person who had been involved fighting for 
workers’ pension rights. The Committee was also satisfied that references to the number 
of IBM pensioners as being “around 20,000” was duly accurate.  
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With regard to whether an appropriate range of voices had been included in the piece, the 
Committee was satisfied that balance had been provided where appropriate. The 
Committee noted that in the first part of the report, the IBM protest, comments were 
included from IBM, IBM employees and UNITE. The Committee considered that in the 
second part of the report, the studio discussion, the references to IBM were used to 
broaden the issue into a more general discussion on pensions. A variety of different voices 
was not required in the studio to meet the requirements of due impartiality. The approach 
to impartiality was adequate and appropriate.  

As to whether IBM’s position was significantly different to other large pension schemes, 
the Committee was satisfied that given the nature of the studio discussion the omission of 
the information regarding IBM did not materially affect the item broadcast. The 
Committee was also satisfied it did not mislead viewers as to the general subject matter 
being discussed. 

The Committee agreed there was no reasonable prospect of success.  

In conclusion, the Committee was satisfied that the decision not to proceed 
with the appeal was correct.  
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News at Ten, BBC One, 7 January 2010 
The complainant requested that the Committee review the decision of the Head of 
Editorial Standards, BBC Trust, not to proceed with his request for an appeal which 
complained that the BBC News at Ten report on climate was “highly politicised and 
biased” when compared to how the same issue was reported on BBC Four’s World Today 
programme on the same day. The complainant also made two specific complaints, the 
first about the interview with Dr Benny Peiser, an Anthropogenic Global Warming (AGW) 
sceptic, and how this had been presented differently on the two news programmes; and 
the second concerned the disparity of time given to voices sceptical of AGW compared to 
those who support the “doctrine” of AGW.  

The Committee’s decision 

The Committee noted the responses the complainant had received from the BBC 
Executive, including the finding of BBC News’ Head of Accountability, and from the Head 
of Editorial Standards, BBC Trust. 

The Committee first noted the response the complainant had received from the Head of 
Accountability, BBC News, at stage 2 of the BBC’s complaints process. In particular, the 
Committee noted what she said when explaining the editorial judgments involved in 
producing an item for the News at Ten: 

“The Ten O’Clock News does run interviews from time to time if they’re done by its 
own correspondents or presenters but it does not usually run another news 
programme’s studio-based interview except in the most exceptional circumstances 
because this would detract from the identity and style of the bulletin. There is not 
the time or space in a 25 minute bulletin of the Ten’s nature to run extended 
interviews routinely. On this particular story, the Ten chose to use its own 
interviewees, in addition to Dr Peiser, and I agree with the programme that the 
story was told in a fair and balanced way and from an important standpoint.” 

The Committee also noted what the Head of Accountability, BBC News, said regarding the 
coverage given to each view on AGW: 

“Our editorial guidelines make clear that our obligation to due impartiality ‘does 
not require the representation of every argument or facet of every argument on 
every occasion…’ but means ‘we must ensure a wide range of significant views and 
perspectives are given due weight in the period during which a controversial 
subject is active.’ With a long-running issue such as the debate about man-made 
climate change, achieving the appropriate balance and giving due weight to each 
argument cannot always be achieved in one interview or report: the aim is 
achievable only over time and across our news programmes and output.”  

The Committee noted the complainant’s view that he did not accept that style and content 
should differ from one news programme to another given the importance of the issue of 
climate change and the size of the BBC One audience to that of BBC Four.  

The Committee then considered what the Head of Editorial Standards, BBC Trust, said in 
her response to the complainant. The Committee noted that she had explained that the 
editor of the News at Ten was at liberty to use his editorial judgment when deciding on 
how to cover a particular story, and that there was no obligation to cover a story in the 
same way or in greater detail than had been done on another BBC service. She pointed 
out that such decisions were day-to-day operational matters for the BBC and did not fall 
within the Trust’s remit, unless they resulted in a breach of the BBC’s Editorial Guidelines.  
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The Committee also noted that in the Head of Editorial Standards’ response she had 
reiterated the point made by the Head of Accountability that the BBC Trust had endorsed 
a report on impartiality – “Seesaw to Wagon Wheel” by John Bridcut5 - which stated, 
regarding the coverage of climate change: 

“The BBC … has come to a view that the weight of evidence no longer justifies 
equal space being given to the opponents of the consensus. But these dissenters 
(or even sceptics) will still be heard, as they should, because it is not the BBC’s 
role to close down this debate. Acceptance of a basic scientific consensus only 
sharpens the need for hawk-eyed scrutiny of the arguments surrounding both 
causation and solution.” 

The Committee endorsed what had been said in both of these replies.  

The Committee concluded that the way the News at Ten had approached the issue of 
climate in its report on 7 January 2010 was a matter of editorial judgment for the editor 
of the programme. The Committee was satisfied that the issue had been treated with due 
impartiality. The report had reflected the BBC’s position on the scientific consensus on 
climate change, but had also included an extract from the interview of Benny Peiser, an 
AGW sceptic.  

The Committee therefore did not believe that the complainant had set out a case for the 
BBC Executive to answer. There was not a reasonable prospect of success as required by 
the Trust’s Editorial Appeals Procedure.  

The Committee was therefore satisfied that the decision not to proceed with 
the appeal was correct.  

                                                
5 Seesaw to Wagon Wheel 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/bbctrust/assets/files/pdf/review_report_research/impartiality_21century/report.pdf 
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Earth: The Climate Wars, BBC Two, 15–17 December 
2009 
The complainant requested that the Committee review the decision of the Head of 
Editorial Standards, BBC Trust, not to proceed with his request for an appeal. The 
complainant had complained that the series Earth: The Climate Wars had been poorly 
researched, biased and inaccurate in its presentation of the science around climate 
change. The complainant also believed that the presenter of the series, Dr Iain Stewart, 
had breached the BBC’s Editorial Guidelines by expressing his personal views on a 
controversial subject.  

The Committee’s decision 

The Committee noted the response the complainant had received from the Head of 
Editorial Standards, BBC Trust. The Committee also took into account the decision it had 
made in January 2010 when it considered three complaints against this series on appeal6.  

The Committee concluded that having carefully read through the points raised by the 
complainant it was satisfied that no new issues had been raised that it had not previously 
considered when making its finding on the three appeals it had considered in January 
2010. As such the Committee endorsed the reply provided to the complainant by the 
Head of Editorial Standards.  

The Committee therefore concluded that it did not believe the complainant had set out a 
case for the BBC Executive to answer. There was not a reasonable prospect of success as 
required by the Trust’s Editorial Appeals Procedure.  

The Committee was therefore satisfied that the decision not to proceed with 
the appeal was correct.  

                                                
6 March ESC Bulletin http://www.bbc.co.uk/bbctrust/assets/files/pdf/appeals/esc_bulletins/2010/mar.pdf 
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Who Made Me Fat?, BBC Three, 4 November 2009 
The Sugar Bureau (“the complainant”) requested that the Committee review the decision 
of the Head of Editorial Standards, BBC Trust, not to proceed with its request for an 
appeal which complained that the BBC had breached its editorial standards on Privacy in 
that the programme approached staff of the Sugar Bureau in an attempt to record an 
interview without prior warning. The complainant also stated that no consent was given 
for the use of the Sugar Bureau’s name and logo in the programme; the people posing as 
candy sellers gave the impression that they represented or were associated with the 
Sugar Bureau; that the BBC’s intention was to ridicule or misrepresent the Sugar Bureau; 
and that the programme was misleading to the audience. 

The Committee’s decision 

The Committee noted the responses the complainant had received from the BBC 
Executive, including the finding of the BBC’s Editorial Complaints Unit (ECU), and from the 
Head of Editorial Standards, BBC Trust. 

On the issue of privacy the Committee endorsed the views expressed by the Head of 
Editorial Standards that the guidelines on door stepping were not relevant with regard to 
the use in this context of a loudhailer on the street. The Committee noted that the 
programme had obtained appropriate permission to film on the street and had provided a 
suitable opportunity for those approached at the Sugar Bureau to refuse to take part.  

With regard to the question of whether the privacy of the Sugar Bureau had been 
infringed the Committee was satisfied with the BBC Executive’s finding that no private or 
sensitive activity or information had been filmed that required the Sugar Bureau’s 
consent. It was also satisfied that the naming of the Communications Director had not 
infringed her privacy as her name and her position were in the public domain, and her 
role as Communications Director was to represent the Sugar Bureau in the media. The 
Committee was also satisfied that the programme’s approach to a Sugar Bureau 
consultant who was filmed in public on the street was appropriate to the matter under 
investigation. The Committee also noted that the footage was not included in the 
programme and that the consultant had not been personally identified or used as a 
representative of the Sugar Bureau.  

The Committee also endorsed the view of the Head of Editorial Standards who 
acknowledged that whilst the activities of the programme team outside of the Sugar 
Bureau’s office may have been annoying, the activities themselves did not infringe the 
privacy of the Sugar Bureau. 

Turning to fairness, the Committee noted with regard to the Sugar Bureau’s 
Communications Director that the programme had not accused her of wrongdoing but had 
simply named her in a telephone call which asked whether she was in the office. 

The Committee was satisfied that while the Sugar Bureau’s statement had been 
abbreviated, the content of it had been accurately conveyed in the broadcast and was fair.  

The Committee agreed with the Head of Editorial Standards’ view that it would have been 
better if the programme had correctly explained the chronology of events. That is, that 
the Bureau’s statement had been sent to the programme before they had filmed in the 
street with a loudhailer outside the Sugar Bureau asking for an interview. Nevertheless, 
the Committee agreed that in not stating precisely when the statement had been received 
there had been no unfairness. The point being made by the programme was that the 
Sugar Bureau was not giving the BBC an interview. That was correct irrespective of when 
the statement had been received. 
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The Committee was satisfied with the response of the Trust’s Head of Editorial Standards 
with regard to the use of the Sugar Bureau logo in a stunt with candy sellers in the street 
opposite the Bureau’s office. The Committee noted what was said in the reply: 

“… it is clear from the reactions of the members of the public filmed during that 
sequence that they know that the sweet sellers are part of the BBC stunt… 

The use of the Sugar Bureau name and logo in these circumstances without your consent 
did not amount to making representations suggesting they were acting for your 
organisation but was a visual device aimed at highlighting the fact that the products they 
were purporting to offer were those recommended by your publications.” 

The Committee concluded that while there may have been a range of understanding as to 
the Sugar Bureau’s involvement in the stunt, the Committee did not believe the audience 
had been knowingly misled. 

The Committee also endorsed the Head of Editorial Standards’ view that there was no 
evidence that statements by the programme had been factually inaccurate. Nor had their 
actions been disproportionate given the public interest in the advice given by the Sugar 
Bureau. 

 The Committee therefore concluded that it did not believe the complainant had set out a 
case for the BBC Executive to answer. There was not a reasonable prospect of success as 
required by the Trust’s Editorial Appeals Procedure.  

The Committee was therefore satisfied that the decision not to proceed with 
the appeal was correct.  
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BBC coverage of creationism 
The complainant requested that the Committee review the decision of the Head of 
Editorial Standards, BBC Trust, not to proceed with his request for an appeal which 
criticised the BBC for bias towards an evolutionary perspective in its factual programming. 
The complainant also alleged that the BBC was discriminating against Christians in this 
matter.  

The Committee’s decision 

The Committee noted the responses the complainant had received from the BBC 
Executive, including BBC Vision’s Head of Editorial Standards and Complaints Management 
and from the Head of Editorial Standards, BBC Trust. 

In particular the Committee noted the response the complainant had received from the 
BBC Vision’s Head of Editorial Standards and Complaints Management in which he stated: 

“There is not a single piece of peer reviewed scientific evidence to support the 
ideas of what I will call ‘creationism’ … a belief in a literal interpretation of the 
Bible’s account of the origins of life is a question of faith … it has no place in a 
factual, science based interpretation.” 

The Committee also noted a previous decision it had taken on the issue of the coverage of 
evolutionism and creationism. It noted that creationism was an argument of faith and that 
the guidelines on accuracy and impartiality did not encompass the presentation of an 
argument of faith in science, news and factual programmes when addressing evolution 
unless those programmes were directly addressing religion and belief.  

The Committee therefore did not believe that the complainant had set out a case for the 
BBC Executive to answer. There was not a reasonable prospect of success as required by 
the Trust’s Editorial Appeals Procedure.  

In conclusion, the Committee was satisfied that the decision not to proceed 
with the appeal was correct. 


